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ABSTRACT

Fire departments are the largest employer of emergency medical services workers, but many face a shortage of paramedic-firefighter applicants. These applicants typically work as single-role paramedics, an occupation facing an even greater shortage. Although women are almost 47 percent of the general labor force, few apply to be paramedic-firefighters, suggesting an untapped labor pool that could resolve some of the shortage. This thesis explores whether fire departments can mitigate the shortage of paramedic-firefighter applicants by examining the issues that prevent people from applying and by recruiting more women.

In a comparative analysis of four departments that employ an above-average percentage of females, the research found that: 1) low ambulance-bill reimbursements restrict paramedic wages, and thus paramedic supply; 2) economic and other challenges that limit the supply of paramedics are increasing; 3) fire departments appear not to be aware of, or have implemented, published recruiting recommendations; and 4) strong staffing performance requires consistent human resources proficiency. This research recommends that fire departments address issues that appear to deter potential applicants, especially women. Doing this can mitigate staffing shortages and foster community trust.
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## LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAA</td>
<td>American Ambulance Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALS</td>
<td>advanced life support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMR</td>
<td>American Medical Response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLS</td>
<td>Bureau of Labor Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFFJAC</td>
<td>California Fire Fighter Joint Apprenticeship Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGI</td>
<td>compelling government interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS</td>
<td>Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPAT</td>
<td>Candidate Physical Ability Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOL</td>
<td>Department of Labor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOT</td>
<td>Department of Transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMR</td>
<td>emergency medical responder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMS</td>
<td>emergency medical services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMT</td>
<td>emergency medical technician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCTC</td>
<td>Firefighter Candidate Testing Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSS</td>
<td>general social survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAFC</td>
<td>International Association of Fire Chiefs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAFF</td>
<td>International Association of Fire Fighters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPEDS</td>
<td>Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSAs</td>
<td>knowledge, skills, and abilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEADS</td>
<td>Longitudinal EMT Attributes and Demographic Study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFD</td>
<td>Madison Fire Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFPA</td>
<td>National Fire Protection Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHTSA</td>
<td>National Highway Traffic Safety Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NREMT</td>
<td>National Registry of Emergency Medical Technicians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCFR</td>
<td>Orange County Fire Rescue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFD</td>
<td>Philadelphia Fire Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMO</td>
<td>paramedic only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCBA</td>
<td>self-contained breathing apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFFD</td>
<td>San Francisco Fire Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHRM</td>
<td>Society for Human Resource Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>standard occupational classification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAS</td>
<td>unmanned aerial systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USFA</td>
<td>United States Fire Administration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This case study analyzes the shortage of applicants for career paramedic-firefighter positions and its relationship to the paucity of female firefighters. The research explores causes of the shortage, examines four case fire departments, and suggests how fire departments and communities can address these staffing challenges by including women and girls in recruitment efforts. The focus is on a comprehensive understanding of the employment pipeline from initial job interest through recruiting, hiring, and retention. Fire departments and potential employees make decisions at various points in the process of career exploration, recruiting, and hiring. Analyzing these decisions in demographic, economic, social, and legal contexts uncovers solutions that may be relevant for other occupations and for the volunteer fire and emergency medical services (EMS).

Nationally, the supply of working paramedics is not keeping up with demand for paramedic service. Due to this shortage, career fire departments experience increasing difficulties in hiring paramedic-firefighters, also sometimes locally known as firefighter-paramedics. This staffing challenge is a growing problem for public safety because the fire service is the largest employer of EMS workers. The most common EMS workers are basic emergency medical technicians (EMTs). Advanced providers, termed paramedics, number about half as many as basic EMTs. In 2011, the Emergency Medical Services Workforce Agenda for the Future identified workforce shortages as EMS employers’ largest concern. Pointing to a growing concern, in 2007, the State Senate Committee on

---


3 National Registry of Emergency Medical Technicians, 10.

EMS Recruitment, Retention, and Training in Georgia also reported that changes in population demographics have created a shortage of EMS employees.5

Research demonstrates that women can successfully fill more firefighter jobs than they currently do. As of January 2018, the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) reports that only about 3.5 percent of career firefighters are female.6 This underrepresentation is the case even though women account for almost 47 percent of the nation’s workforce, over 30 percent of EMTs, 21 percent of paramedics, 17 percent of persons doing work physically similar to firefighting, 15.9 percent of active duty military, and 9 percent of volunteer firefighters.7

The misperception that women lack the physical ability or interest to be paramedic-firefighters likely exacerbates the shortage of applicants for these jobs. The reality is that gender is not the determining factor in whether an applicant can develop proficiency in a skilled occupation, even one requiring physical ability. For example, law enforcement is physically demanding, yet the BLS reports that 13.6 percent of police and sheriff’s patrol officers are women.8 The BLS also reports that 36.4 percent of career athletes, coaches, umpires, and related workers are women.9 Professional athletes, like paramedic-


firefighters, work outside and must be physically strong. Paramedic-firefighters’ medical duties are likely of interest to women, given that 83 percent of U.S. nurses and 35 percent of U.S. physicians are female. These findings suggest that one solution to the paramedic-firefighter shortage may be to target women for recruitment. As preferential treatment of one class may be seen as discrimination against another class, this thesis distinguishes between targeted recruiting and preferential hiring. The former does not violate anti-discrimination laws, but the latter does unless approved by a court in narrow and temporary circumstances.

In 2006, the largest fire-service labor organization made well-researched recommendations on how to integrate the approximately 4,500 career or mostly-career fire departments. These recommendations included using inclusive language and information about job requirements and compensation to target potential applicants and their families, requiring only necessary education, employing advertising and recruiters

---


12 Hulett et al., “Enhancing Women’s Inclusion in Firefighting in the USA,” 191–92, 197.


from non-traditional backgrounds, using a fair hiring process, to providing mentoring, and conveying in all messages—not just in recruiting—that the department values diversity.\textsuperscript{16}

This thesis found that deep commitment to inclusive recruiting and lawful hiring likely increases staffing performance as long as these processes are efficient.\textsuperscript{17} Departments that arrive at these characteristics on their own appear to have less resentment toward female employees than departments that come to these practices after discrimination lawsuits.\textsuperscript{18} The underrepresentation of women among paramedic-firefighters even in the context of a paramedic-firefighter shortage, low unemployment, and concern over the gender wage gap, indicates that the fire service should go beyond the stated recommendations and support increased ambulance reimbursement and greater access to paramedic and firefighter education for women and students from other underrepresented classes. Fire service organizations should partner with others—as case departments do—to provide pre-service camps, cadet programs, explorer programs, reserve programs, internships, and EMS education so that women and other potential applicants have an uninterrupted set of opportunities to develop paramedic-firefighter knowledge, skills, and abilities. At the same time, employment decisions must remain based strictly on ability rather than on gender, race, or other class. Lastly, firefighters and


the communities that they serve must accept and mentor applicants hired on their merits, regardless of gender to sustain staffing gains.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This study discusses the shortage of applicants for career paramedic-firefighter positions. The research explores causes of the shortage, examines four case fire departments, and suggests how fire departments and communities may address these staffing challenges. The main focus is on understanding the employment pipeline from initial job interest through recruiting, hiring, retention, and advancement. Fire departments and potential employees each make decisions at various points in the process of career exploration, recruiting, and hiring. Analyzing these decisions in demographic, economic, social, and legal contexts points to solutions.

A. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Nationally, the supply of working paramedics is not keeping up with the demand for paramedic service. As a result of this shortage, career fire departments increasingly experience difficulties in hiring paramedic-firefighters, also sometimes locally known as firefighter-paramedics. This staffing challenge is a problem for public safety because the fire service is the largest employer of emergency medical services (EMS) workers. The most common of these workers are basic emergency medical technicians (EMTs). Advanced providers, termed paramedics, number about half as many. In 2011, the Emergency Medical Services Workforce Agenda for the Future identified workforce shortages as EMS employers’ largest concern. In 2007, the State Senate Committee on EMS Recruitment, Retention, and Training in Georgia also reported that changes in

3 National Registry of Emergency Medical Technicians, 10.
population demographics have created a shortage of EMS employees, which points to a growing concern.5

Most career firefighters are EMTs or paramedics, who thus serve in the dual roles of EMS and fire protection, yet no national data is available on how many firefighters hold either EMS licensure. Good national data on EMS education or employment are also unavailable. For example, the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS) comesling EMT and paramedic training programs, while the Bureau of Labor Statistic (BLS) aggregates EMS occupations.6 This lack of data makes it difficult to measure and analyze the talent pool available for fire department staffing, although no doubt remains of a shortage of paramedics as the departments continue to struggle to find more. Meanwhile, low wages in the EMS industry discourage many talented individuals from obtaining the paramedic licensure and clinical experience contributing to both paramedic and paramedic-firefighter staffing challenges.

Examining the data for firefighters, EMTs, and paramedics illustrates variations in employee characteristics.7 For example, data from the BLS show that the percentage of female firefighters increased from 1.8 percent in 1996 to 5.9 percent in 2015 but then decreased to 3.5 percent in 2017.8 Based on a triannual survey of only local fire departments, the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) estimated that, in 2015, women accounted for 3.56 to 3.72 percent of career firefighters and 9 percent of volunteer firefighters.

---


Since most EMS providers have registered with a national certifying body, somewhat better data shows that 34 percent of EMTs and 21 percent of paramedics are female. While the data variation from year to year and the differences between BLS and other estimates of the number of female firefighters may be a result of reporting errors, overall, the data shows nearly static female employment in firefighting over the last 20 years.

Research demonstrates that women can successfully fill more of these jobs, which suggests that one solution to the shortage problem lies in increasing female recruitment. Women make up more than 50 percent of the population, and therefore, are an important pool of talent to recruit. In 2006, the largest fire service labor organization made well-researched recommendations about how to integrate the approximately 4,500 career or mostly-career fire departments. In 2008, *A National Report Card on Women in Firefighting* used contemporary research to focus recommendations on how to remove barriers to greater participation by females in the fire service. In 2016, the Department
of Labor (DOL) weighed in by recommending promising practices to increase first responder diversity.15

B. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Can career fire departments mitigate the shortage of competitive paramedic-firefighter applicants by recruiting more women, and if so, how?

C. LITERATURE REVIEW

A 1999 U.S. Fire Administration report noted that fire service leaders who do not manage workforce changes may instead find the workforce managing them.16 For example, the U.S. labor pool is aging because of declining fertility and population growth, but few people older than 55 want to be paramedic-firefighters.17 After peaking about 1990, overall labor force participation has declined.18 The BLS expects women’s share of the labor force to grow from 46.8 percent in 2014 to 47.2 percent in 2024.19 Lingering gender-specific assumptions and socialization help perpetuate occupational segregation.20 The same is true of some educational programs that prepare students for segregated occupations. For example, in their 2017 article, Rouleau et al. reported that even women enrolled in forestry and natural resources degree programs—in which nationally most students are white males—expressed hesitancy about their selection of such college majors

---


19 Toossi, “Labor Force Projections to 2024.”


4
because of their gender. These workforce changes and other factors combine to threaten emergency response system staffing. The report foreshadowed later recommendations, arguing that, because of the role of identity in employment, equal opportunity follows as much from valuing diversity as from policies. The report also reviewed test validity, policy issues, and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission’s four-fifths rule for determining adverse impact. Not an actual rule, this guideline states the possibility of adverse impact on any applicant pool group selected for employment at less than 80 percent of the applicant pool group with the greatest selection rate, where the number of people hired is not very small.

Other literature recognizes that employment practices intended to foster diversity may promote better outcomes through cultural competencies or market forces associated with diversity. Evidence for the impact of workplace diversity is complex, with potential negative effects at the individual level, mixed effects on work groups, and inconclusive results at the organizational level. Some argue that increased demographic diversity initially worsens inter-group relations. Others suggest that inclusion—a culture in which

21 Mark Rouleau et al., “Enrollment Decision-Making in U.S. Forestry and Related Natural Resource Degree Programs,” *Natural Sciences Education* 46, no. 1 (2017): 1–7, https://doi.org/10.4195/nse2017.05.0007. Survey respondents were selected at a national Society of American Foresters convention, and included an oversampling of 70 females and an undersampling of 49 males. On a 5-point scale, females ranked their gender as a cause of hesitancy to enroll in the program at a mean of 0.98, as compared to the male ranking of 0.24 mean hesitancy. Although EMS and fire service careers require less education, it is a proxy for gender-based hesitancy among such students.


23 Berkman, Floren, and Willing, i, iii.

24 This guideline applies to applicant groups that are not less than 2 percent of the applicable workforce, and is not by itself a finding of unlawful discrimination. See “Adoption of Questions and Answers to Clarify and Provide a Common Interpretation of the Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures,” Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, April 24, 2008, https://www.eeoc.gov/policy/docs/qanda_clarify_procedures.html.


people feel accepted—must precede diversity. Some evidence states that mixed-gender business teams outperform all-male teams. Various researchers posit that effectively acculturating and managing workplace diversity, including building communication, cooperation, and constructive conflict skills, are required to reduce negative effects and optimize diversity within organizations.

Numerous authors have applied novel approaches to analyze gender relations at work. Ely and Meyerson found that workplace social practices and organizational procedures have been created by men, and therefore, generally buttress men’s lives. Their conclusion suggests that failure to consider the needs of the almost 47 percent of the workforce who are women may hinder their recruitment. It follows that this failure may limit an employer’s ability to meet its mission. Shapiro, Ingols, and Blake-Beard posit that women are leading a shift from the traditionally male “work is primary” model to one that

28 Ella Washington and Camille Patrick, “3 Requirements for a Diverse and Inclusive Culture,” Gallup, September 17, 2018, https://www.gallup.com/workplace/242138/requirements-diverse-inclusive-culture.aspx; Susan Tamme, “I Stands for Inclusion,” On Scene, November 2, 2018, https://www.iafc.org/on-scene/on-scene-article/i-stands-for-inclusion?utm_source=informz&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=onscene. Teams made up of people who feel accepted are said to outperform teams in which some feel excluded or discriminated against. Thinking about how even teams of people who share the same race and gender can be diverse—for example with respect to economic background, education, and experiences—gives insight into the importance of not assuming individual work strengths based on appearance.


values results over long hours. They argue that women are pioneering the use of technology and flexible work arrangements to work full time. Schermerhorn-Collins extended the discussion by examining the role of entitlement, belonging, pride, indoctrination, and tradition in firefighting and nursing. She found that “the sense of belonging in the gendered professions of firefighting and nursing is facilitated through the establishment of mutual trust, the use of gender-neutral language, and the provision of equal workplace accommodation.” Since potential applicants value a sense of belonging in the workplace and will attempt to ascertain the degree to which these prerequisites for belonging exist at each potential employer, the implications of Schermerhorn-Collins’ research are that both fire departments and firefighters must foster such conditions to attract female applicants.

Literature from outside the fire service illuminates opportunities for fire service inclusivity. The fact that female police officers and active-duty enlisted military members comprise more than three times the percentage of female firefighters suggests that something other than job requirements prevents women from becoming firefighters. Policing is just as challenging as firefighting in terms of training, physicality, and dangers. In comparing police applicants and high school juniors, Lord and Friday found only minor gender differences in applicants’ perceptions of barriers to selecting a police career, interest in police work, or belief in their ability to do the job. Their research found that convincing

34 Shapiro, Ingols, and Blake-Beard, 1–3.
36 Schermerhorn-Collins, xii.
potential police recruits’ families of the suitability of policing for females is important.39 A 2017 Brookings Institute paper recommends increasing vacation time and workplace flexibility to increase women’s labor force participation.40 Other authors note that flexible work practices are generally attractive to employees.41 The implication of these types of literature is that employers may attract more women to fire service careers.

In 2008, Hulett et al. published research based in part on interviewing 175 female firefighters.42 These firefighters rated the career highly—on average 3.8 on a scale with 1 as the worst and 5 as the best—for other women to consider, despite half also reporting that they had experienced shunning or other harassment because of their gender.43 In terms of the workplace sexual harassment these firefighters reported, mealtime-related incidents most negatively impacted how they rated their jobs, perhaps because sharing meals is a frequent and important team activity among workers assigned to 24-hour shifts.44 The authors reported that fire department leaders question women’s interest in firefighting and ability to do the work.45 In their study, however, Hulett et al. determined that women made up 17 percent of persons working in 184 occupations that require strength, dexterity, and danger similar to firefighting.46 These researchers also found that females constitute a substantial percentage of firefighters in dozens of large U.S. fire departments and represented more than 17 percent of firefighters in four such departments.47 Hulett et al.

39 Lord and Friday, 76–77.
42 Hulett et al., National Report Card on Women in Firefighting, 1.
43 Hulett et al., 3, 11.
44 Hulett et al., 11.
45 Hulett et al., 1.
46 Hulett et al., 1.
47 In 2008, fire departments in which women constituted more than 17 percent of firefighters included 23.7 percent in Kalamazoo, Michigan, and 24 percent in Tuscaloosa, Alabama. Hulett et al., 2.
argue that women are generally underrepresented in firefighting because of an “exclusionary workplace culture” rather than because they are incapable of the work.48

1. Best Practices for Integrating the Employment Pipeline

The literature on fire service and law enforcement recruitment, hiring, and retention reflects more agreement than controversy. This coherence suggests value in exploring these methods, to what extent career fire departments are aware of and implement them, and what roadblocks may stand in their way. Taylor et al. explore perceived law enforcement recruitment challenges and recommended dedicating personnel time and funds to recruiting, targeting women at gyms and women’s events for recruiting, and speeding up the selection process.49

The 2006 International Association of Fire Fighters (IAFF) diversity initiative offers a contemporary scientific review of diversity recruitment, hiring, and retention specific to the entry-level career fire service. Through a detailed literature review, the report observes that the focus of most diversity research has been in the private sector, especially on recruiting top management.50 This report derives its recommendations from interviewing more than 80 fire departments potentially using best practices, using surveys and analysis to identify 40 departments for further study, and then comparing more than 25 recruitment methods and attributes like application requirements and diversity values.51 The IAFF study also provides comparative national percentage numbers for women and ethnic minorities in the population to their percentage of firefighters to calculate how well each demographic was represented in the occupation.52 The authors show that fire service representation of women is substantially lower than for Asians, Blacks, and Hispanics.53

48 Hulett et al., 6, 11.
50 Fox, Hornick, and Hardin, IAFF Diversity Initiative, 7.
51 Fox, Hornick, and Hardin, 1–2.
52 Fox, Hornick, and Hardin, 29.
53 Fox, Hornick, and Hardin, 29.
While the disparate impact on ethnic groups remains a problem, the literature demonstrates it is a greater problem for women. This report advises fire departments to:

- “Specifically target the group you want to reach and recruit.”  

- “When targeting particular groups and when doing recruiting in general, use language to promote a message of inclusiveness.”

- “Use some ‘formal’ methods of recruiting such as advertising.”

- “Give specific and detailed information about the job, entry-level skills needed, work requirements, salary, and benefits.”

- “In developing recruiting information and in advertising, remember to target the candidate’s family as well.”

- “Use minority and women recruiters.”

- “Communicate the value of Diversity in all your messages.”

- “Use a fair and valid selection process that measures what is really required for the job.”

---


55 Fox, Hornick, and Hardin, 9.


57 Fox, Hornick, and Hardin, 10.

58 Fox,. Hornick, and Hardin, 10.


60 Fox, Hornick, and Hardin, 11.

61 Fox, Hornick, and Hardin, 11.
• “Only require the education needed to perform the job.”

• “For retention and job satisfaction, provide a mentoring program for newly hired firefighters.”

This advice emphasizes the primacy of the audience, the law, and of recruiting goals.

The IAFF recommendations are duplicated, to some extent, in much of the literature, which indicates that effective recruiting is well understood. For example, Hulett et al. recommend investing in recruiting—even when a department already receives many applications—because women are underrepresented among applicants. Other pre-hire recommendations in A National Report Card on Women in Firefighting include recruiting at gyms and sporting events, offering cadet programs and physical conditioning to prospective employees, and recruiting through personal networks including those of current department members and retirees. The authors further suggest that fire departments proactively provide equal fire station facilities, assignments, and promotional opportunities for each gender, and be alert to the need to include all members in training and mealtime interactions.

In their 2016 DOL report, Miller et al. assess the employment pipeline of career exploration, recruitment, hiring, training, retention, and promotion, then recommend

---

62 Fox, Hornick, and Hardin, 11.
64 Hulett et al., National Report Card on Women in Firefighting, 4.
65 Hulett et al., 4–6.
66 Hulett et al., 8–12. Hulett et al. and others report that shunning, isolation, and denial of training have been common forms of discrimination. Many fire stations have been used for over 50 years without separate bathrooms for each gender; some are in use after more than 100 years. See “About Us,” Taunton Fire Department, last accessed October 28, 2018, https://tauntonfd.com/about-us/. For a nuanced discussion of facility challenges, see Linda Willing, “Firehouse Bedrooms and Bathrooms: The Ongoing Debate,” FireRescue1, July 5, 2018, https://www.firerescue1.com/fire-chief/articles/386232018-Firehouse-bedrooms-and-bathrooms-The-ongoing-debate/. Employees disagree on firehouse improvements, which may include portable toilets. See Katy Sword, “Vancouver Fire Dept. Reviews Efforts to Address Gender Bias,” Columbian, May 27, 2018, https://www.columbian.com/news/2018/may/27/vancouver-fire-dept-reviews-efforts-to-address-gender-bias/.
creating a culture of diversity that is seen as central to the agency’s mission.\textsuperscript{67} The DOL recommends strong community outreach, youth programs, and truly prioritizing recruiting to the point of sending recruiters to parts of the country with high unemployment rates and offering convenient testing to out-of-state applicants.\textsuperscript{68} Additional DOL recommendations include using recruiters that underrepresented populations and millennials identify with, and offering financial incentives, such as tuition reimbursement, housing assistance, and foreign language pay.\textsuperscript{69}

The authors of two applied research papers from the National Fire Academy used different methods to arrive at similar recommendations for recruiting women. One, titled “Gender Diversity Recruitment and Retention for the Scottsdale Fire Department,” used a thorough literature review and surveys of more than 900 female firefighters to understand when female firefighter applicants decided to pursue the career, what traits they had in common, and what fire service characteristics attracted and discouraged them.\textsuperscript{70} This author recommends targeting female firefighter candidates from other careers, those who are drawn to the physical challenges of the job, and girls who may aspire to the career when they learn that it is open to women.\textsuperscript{71} He also proffered thoughtful strategies for retaining female firefighters, including addressing work-life balance, facilities, career-planning, and organizational culture.\textsuperscript{72} In the other paper, the author used a three-round Delphi research method to elicit nine experienced female firefighters’ beliefs regarding why women do or do not choose firefighting careers, what barriers they face in becoming firefighters and how to recruit women.\textsuperscript{73} Delphi research and the author’s substantial research helped him

\textsuperscript{67} Miller et al., \textit{Promising Practices for Increasing Diversity among First Responders}, 13, 32–33.

\textsuperscript{68} Miller et al., 35–39.

\textsuperscript{69} Miller et al., 40.


\textsuperscript{71} Olson, 63–65.

\textsuperscript{72} Olson, 65–68.

enumerate and amplify recommendations similar to those of the 2008 *National Report Card on Women in Firefighting*, including to focus on fire service culture, control harassment, provide gear that fits, promote the career to young children, recruit inclusively in high schools, and offer pre-test training. These two reports show that some fire officers understand parts of the recruiting challenge, but it is unclear whether most fire departments share this awareness.

2. **Recruiting Constraints and Concerns**

Several 2010 Military Leadership Diversity Commission reports concisely describe the legal requirements that public employer diversity programs must satisfy. Such programs that involve hiring decisions must show the courts they are narrowly tailored to meet compelling government interests (CGIs). The commission notes that the law is unclear and offers guidelines for designing lawful policies, including that the employer legitimately attempts to satisfy its CGIs without having different standards based on categories, such as gender. Other sources suggest that gender is a quasi-suspect
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74 Hulett et al., *National Report Card on Women in Firefighting*, 4–12; Kupietz, “Tale of Disparity,” 48–50. Each firefighter’s self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) includes an air bottle on a backpack frame. SCBA bottles range in height and diameter. Tall bottles may interact with the back of a helmet when crawling during firefighting. Hulett et al. note that a common complaint from women is that SCBA bottles push their helmets forward, blocking vision.


classification that the courts subject to the test of whether the practice is “substantially related to achieving an important government objective.”⁷⁸

In response to public criticism that its hiring practices have a disparate impact on women and arbitrarily screen candidates, the city of Los Angeles, California commissioned the RAND Corporation to suggest improvements to its fire department’s hiring process.⁷⁹ The city asked RAND to provide a study on equal opportunity for qualified applicants, achieving demographic diversity, discerning applicants most likely to succeed as firefighters, and minimizing costs to all parties.⁸⁰ The study’s authors put forward numerous recommendations specifically for Los Angeles that apply generally to other agencies. Some strengths of this report are its recommendations to leverage the internet as part of an outreach strategy, to give clear selection criteria, and to determine how potential applicants discovered the job opportunity.⁸¹

Elite fire service leaders at the 2016 decennial Wingspread conference noted that the fire service needs to improve its human resources knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs).⁸² At Wingspread conferences as far back as 1966, these and past leaders have called for increased professional development and education in the occupation.⁸³ Other literature describes the many human resources-specific KSAs and some of the professional certifications that help build these KSAs in human resources managers.⁸⁴ That fire service

---


⁸⁰ Hardison et al., iii.

⁸¹ Hardison et al., 54–55.


leadership feels that their occupation needs to become more professional may help explain why the fire service struggles to recruit paramedic-firefighters.

3. Discrimination and Consent Decrees

The law gives employers, employees, and the courts standards by which to measure employment actions, and remedies when these standards are violated. The Fifth Amendment prohibits federal discrimination and the Fourteenth Amendment bars discrimination by state entities. The Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972, in part, amended Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to extend to government the prohibition against employment discrimination. Lawsuits alleging bias in hiring or promotion may result in consent decrees. Such decrees are voluntary agreements between plaintiffs who feel discriminated against on the basis of membership in one or more protected classes—such as gender or race—and an employer is uncertain that it will prevail in court. Consent decrees and adverse impact on females and minorities in employment are important discussions on their own, but are examined in this thesis in the context of the paramedic-firefighter shortage.

Consent decrees are one option to reduce discrimination and open up the employment pipeline to non-traditional applicants. Courts may approve only limited duration consent decrees that are narrowly tailored to a compelling government interest not otherwise achievable. Consent decrees often impose hiring or promotional obligations to
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85 Feder, *Sex Discrimination and the United States Supreme Court*, 1. Feder, like the Military Leadership Diversity Commission, clearly explains relevant legal concepts.


remedy alleged violations of Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, as amended.90 Except where endorsed by a court in narrow and temporary circumstances, preferential treatment in employment violates Title VII and the Equal Protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.91

D. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

To analyze the impact of recruiting that includes women on the paramedic-firefighter shortage, this thesis uses a case study design to compare four fire departments that each employs an above-average percentage of females. The four case departments are convenience samples that all offer paramedic service. For geographic diversity, one fire department from each of the four Census Bureau regions is studied. Because large fire departments offer the majority of firefighter positions, this research uses large departments. Case departments were selected for their solutions to the paramedic-firefighter shortage. The data are departmental recruitment motivations, methods, and results as inferred from department websites, job announcements, reports, budgets, and consent decrees. Cases are paired by their experience with consent decrees.

To deduce which staffing is possible without litigation, this study compares two fire departments that have never been party to a consent decree to two fire departments that have each used the experience of discrimination lawsuits and a consent decree to increase the gender diversity of their uniformed ranks more than the courts required. Regardless of whether it hires paramedic-firefighters, firefighters, or both, the average department

---


employs almost no female firefighters. Such underrepresentation is disproportionate to the almost 47 percent of the labor force that is female—and has been a source of litigation.92

The public often perceives uniformed fire personnel as firefighters regardless of their classification. Fire departments often require paramedic-firefighter candidates to have a paramedic license, so they are in short supply relative to firefighter candidates, who face fewer requirements while still meeting high standards. Thus, examining fire departments that employ an above-average percentage of females illustrates how recruiting females mitigates the paramedic-firefighter shortage. This mitigation is present even if the department does not have a paramedic-firefighter classification, as in Chapter IV’s discussion of Philadelphia.

Staffing requires understanding the employee life cycle as phases that attract, develop, and retain appropriate human resources.93 The research examines staffing practices including outreach, candidate preparation, testing, selection, retention, and advancement. This thesis uses the terms recruiting and staffing generally for the aforementioned human resources activities but differentiates such activities when necessary. Recruiting is interpreted broadly to include school visits, community risk reduction, and candidate development activities like camps. Retention activities include mentoring and advancement opportunities and working conditions, for example providing fire station bathrooms, dorms, and locker rooms for each gender.

All fire department ranks from entry level to chiefs are firefighters in the sense that they are public employees in a common occupation for which data is more readily available than for each specific classification of firefighter. Ranks and deployment models—for example, how many paramedic-firefighters respond in each vehicle and with what other


ranks—vary across fire departments. While some members of the public distinguish firefighter ranks, many children and young adults—the next generation of firefighters—see firefighters as all of one kind. There may be wisdom in this view.

While the title of this thesis suggests the question of whether recruiting more women can help mitigate the paramedic-firefighter shortage, several related points are worth bearing in mind. First, this thesis distinguishes between diversity initiatives—advertising, recruiting, training, and building inclusive cultures—that do not involve employment decisions—and preferential treatment in hiring and promotions.94 The former do not violate anti-discrimination laws, but the latter do unless approved by a court.95 Preferential treatment of one class may be seen as discrimination against another class. Evolving case law, including the 2014 U.S. Supreme Court ruling in *Schuette v. BAMN,* has upheld a state constitutional amendment barring, in part, racial preferences in public university admissions.96 The point is worth restating: a crucial difference exists between
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recruiting and hiring.97 Employers may target groups for recruitment but must make employment decisions based only on job-related qualifications.

Second, although women are the least-represented class of firefighters, they are not the only underrepresented class worth of study to address both staffing challenges and issues of community representation. Using Office of Management and Budget terminology and U.S. Census Bureau data, a 2006 IAFF study found that women, Asians, Hispanics, and Blacks are all underrepresented in the career fire service.98 Due to length and time limitations, this thesis only considers women as an underutilized hiring pool. As this thesis develops, readers are invited to consider whether it is sufficient to hire those who apply without efforts to attract and develop underrepresented members of the potential paramedic firefighter workforce.

Third, with respect to the question of increased gender integration as one possible remedy for the paramedic-firefighter shortage, the ideal measures of performance may appear to be the percentage of uniformed paramedic-firefighter positions filled overall, and by gender. Instead, this thesis uses the percentage of uniformed firefighter positions filled overall, and by gender, as performance measures, and combines all ranks. This is done for
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several reasons. Fire departments hold entry-level and promotional exams asynchronously compared to other fire departments, sometimes several times per year and sometimes only every several years. This asynchronicity, combined with irregular recruitment and retirement patterns, creates a situation in which one must use caution comparing the percentage of a given position that is staffed, or staffed by women, at a given time. A further caution is that, because they are mathematically a small fraction of most fire departments, the hiring, promotion, or retirement of relatively few females can skew rank-specific staffing performance measures. The last reason for the selected measures of performance in this study is that it is only possible to compare data available from all case departments, and paramedic-firefighter employment data by gender is not readily available for all four cases. For these reasons, using aggregate uniformed firefighter positions of all ranks as a proxy for uniformed paramedic-firefighter positions reasonably describes recruiting performance for fire departments that all provide paramedic services.

Another potential measure of performance is the number of applications received per position. This measure is not used because modern technology and the removal of local residence restrictions for public employees make it very easy for applicants to apply to many different fire departments at the same time. This ease benefits applicants and competitive employers but also means that better candidates will have low commitment to many of the departments to which they apply. For example, although those applying for entry-level jobs 30 years ago dutifully participated in most interviews they were offered, it is not uncommon now for fire departments hiring paramedic-firefighter candidates to have up to half the candidates not show up for scheduled interviews—and not call to cancel. This ghosting dynamic is also reported in other industries and detracts from the utility of applications received as a performance measure.99

This research assumes that (a) administrative authorities, human resources departments, and fire departments establish recruitment goals and methods, (b) case fire departments articulate these goals and methods; (c) case fire departments employing a

higher percentage of women consciously choose to be inclusive; (d) these departments do not tolerate discrimination, and (e) a positive correlation—but not causation—occurs between the increased fire department recruitment of women and increased fire department employment of women.

E. CHAPTER OVERVIEW

Chapter II examines labor supply and demand components of the EMS system to establish the scope and causes of the paramedic shortage. Low reimbursement for emergency ambulance transportation limits the employment pipeline by fostering low paramedic wages. These wages likely discourage entry into the occupation and definitely cause many paramedics to change employers—and sometimes even their occupation—in search of a living wage. Paramedics are an important source of aspiring paramedic-firefighters. Complex factors artificially limit the number of capable females applying for paramedic-firefighter positions.

Chapter III explores how two fire departments with very different entry points for new employees achieved similar measures of staffing success. Each department demonstrates historically intrinsic motivations for inclusive recruiting and hiring. Potential applicants can predict their work environment with some accuracy, which offers a recruiting advantage to departments committed to an inclusive workplace. New firefighters often take the first job available to them, then leave for greater compensation or job satisfaction when they have the opportunity. While inclusive fire departments can attract women and other non-traditional employees as an increasing percentage of their staffing, they can best retain all employees by demonstrating their value through compensation and opportunities for increased responsibility.

Chapter IV analyzes the lessons of two fire departments that became motivated to recruit and hire minorities and women only after lawsuits alleging unlawful discrimination based on race or gender. Notwithstanding allegations of bias years ago, each now is a national leader in inclusive employment. One of the two struggles to fill empty positions due to a sluggish citywide hiring process, while the other has successfully transitioned to continuous recruitment. This chapter shows that the legal system can be more effective at
integrating a workplace than at fostering shared identity and trust between traditionally included and excluded employee populations, and that the hiring process still matters.

Chapter V assesses the research’s six lessons in the context of action items for department heads, recruiters, and hiring managers who wish to earn or maintain their community’s trust. This chapter suggests research into how so few fire departments make use of legitimate and readily available recruiting best practices, and to what extent young people may filter their career aspirations through outdated gender biases.
II. BACKGROUND ON APPLICANT SHORTAGE

This chapter explains EMS system organization, EMS worker roles, and the factors constricting the relative supply of paramedics through the employment pipeline. The main findings are that most paramedic-firefighters first invest substantial amounts of their own time and resources to become paramedics, many aspiring paramedic-firefighters are privately employed as paramedics, and privately employed paramedics are often poorly paid due to low reimbursement for ambulance transportation. These dynamics combine to limit the number of qualified paramedic-firefighter applicants.

Abundant evidence, both anecdotal and quantitative, states that a paramedic shortage exists. Reports and surveys show that 37 percent to 75 percent of paramedic employers in some areas experience a shortage, and less than half of providers are fully staffed.100 In a 2008 survey of 1,425 local medical directors from 47 states, recruiting was a constant problem reported by 37 percent of respondents.101 Additionally, retention was sometimes a problem in 55 percent of these EMS systems.102 To say that EMS employee retention is low is to say that turnover is high. Paramedic supply reflects the balance of employee recruitment, development, and retention. The primary cause of the paramedic shortage is that private ambulance providers—usually paramedics’ first employers—often do not see the fees available to them as consistent with compensating employees well


101 Freeman, Patterson, and Slifkin, 4.

102 Freeman, Patterson, and Slifkin, 4.
enough to retain them. Modest compensation by private companies thus limits the EMS industry’s ability to attract, educate, and certify enough employees. Dissecting both recruiting and turnover is essential to understand the paramedic shortage, and in turn, the paramedic-firefighter shortage. This chapter analyzes the paramedic-firefighter shortage by examining paramedic supply, demand, and the employment pipeline connecting them. Significant gaps in available data make it difficult even for those within the industry to appraise it.

A. THE EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES SYSTEM

This section examines how single-role paramedic employment patterns, industry growth, and turnover lead to shortages substantially rooted in the emergency ambulance business model. This thesis’ brief treatment of the business model belies its complexity and the uncertainties involved in designing EMS systems. Although it is wrong to assume that reimbursement models, provider levels, and educational requirements will remain static, one can predict an increasing need for communities to recruit EMS workers and increasing challenges in compensating them.

Transporting patients in ambulances is essential to the industry because patients typically pay the EMS provider nothing until they are taken to a hospital emergency department. Single-role paramedics are unlikely to see a large compensation increase due to low rates of ambulance fee collections and low federal reimbursement rates for Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries. Dissatisfaction with compensation, supervision, advancement opportunities, stress, burnout, and injuries contributes to a voluntary turnover rate among privately employed paramedics that is higher than that of the general workforce. Paramedics who leave single-role employment often return to school and move into allied healthcare fields, education, or other public safety employment, including as paramedic-

firefighters. This turnover combines with industry growth to create a shortage that also impacts those fire departments that employ dual-role paramedic-firefighters.

The EMS system is the part of the U.S. healthcare system that responds to medical emergencies and transports patients to hospitals for definitive care. 104 The modern EMS system emerged in 1966 when the U.S. Congress established the Department of Transportation (DOT) in response to a white paper by the National Academy of Sciences titled Accidental Death and Disability: The Neglected Disease of Modern Society. 105 The paper recommended prevention efforts, research, and improvements in ambulance and emergency medical care systems to reduce the high rates of death, disability, and injury from unintentional trauma, much of which resulted from vehicle crashes. 106 In passing the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966, the Highway Safety Act of 1966, and the Department of Transportation Act in 1966, the U.S. Congress created the agency that would become the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) under the new DOT. 107 NHTSA’s EMS role has expanded from the injury prevention vision of its first administrator to setting standards for EMS agency data. 108 Although transportation has always been a core service of EMS, some EMS providers—including some fire
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departments—seek cost recovery fees for non-transport services.\textsuperscript{109} In sum, EMS roles and services are well established yet evolving in an attempt to meet patient needs and fund operations.

The United States has several levels of EMS providers, each with successively higher education and training requirements established by the DOT.\textsuperscript{110} The four EMS provider levels are emergency medical responder (EMR), EMT, advanced EMT, and paramedic.\textsuperscript{111} Of these four, EMR is the only level not trained or permitted to work in ambulances. Rather, EMRs respond to medical emergencies in non-transport vehicles, such as fire engines. A 2014 report on nationally registered EMS providers found that four percent of total emergency responders were EMRs, 64 percent were EMTs, three percent were advanced EMTs, and 29 percent were paramedics.\textsuperscript{112}

It takes roughly 124 hours of education to be eligible for EMT certification testing and at least 1,200 additional hours to qualify for paramedic certification testing.\textsuperscript{113} EMTs must complete a state-approved EMT course and pass the National Registry of Emergency Medical Technicians (NREMT)’s EMT-level cognitive and psychomotor exams.\textsuperscript{114} Paramedics must meet EMT requirements, as well as pass an accredited paramedic education program and paramedic-level NREMT cognitive and psychomotor exams.\textsuperscript{115} NREMT certification verifies competency in required training and educational requirements but does not credential one to practice EMS. Providers must also be licensed


\textsuperscript{112} National Registry of Emergency Medical Technicians, \textit{2014 National EMS Practice Analysis}, 10.

\textsuperscript{113} “What’s the Difference Between an EMT and a Paramedic?,” UCLA Center for Prehospital Care, accessed September 1, 2017, https://www.cpc.mednet.ucla.edu/node/27.


or certified by their state, typically after a criminal background check.\textsuperscript{116} A certified paramedic must invest 10 times as much time and tuition as a certified EMT, which contributes to the paramedic shortage.

In all EMS systems, whether as volunteers or as employees, EMS workers practice under a physician medical director. State laws typically authorize and regulate the practice of EMS. A minority of EMTs and paramedics—for example, those in the military or who work for a federal agency—serve under a national medical director. EMTs and paramedics must often satisfy local EMS agency and employer accreditation standards, including the ability to follow protocols established by their medical director. As EMTs and paramedics can practice in any state in which they are authorized, they enjoy lateral mobility opportunities that likely contribute to high turnover in less desirable workplaces. Within a weak federal EMS framework, state autonomy, and sometimes local EMS agency oversight, creates a challenging environment for data collection, research, and regulation.

In addition to the industry’s multi-layer training complexities, several data issues obscure a detailed understanding of the EMS system. First, the BLS comingles information about EMTs and paramedics.\textsuperscript{117} Second, the IPEDS neither captures all EMS training programs nor separates those that train EMTs from those that train paramedics.\textsuperscript{118} Third, accurately characterizing the EMS system is also difficult because EMTs and paramedics commonly hold more than one EMS job or volunteer position, often in both EMS and firefighting.\textsuperscript{119} These and other factors complicate the study of paramedic shortages.


\textsuperscript{118} Chapman et al., \textit{EMS Workforce for the 21st Century}, 9; National Association of State Emergency Medical Services Officials, \textit{EMS Workforce Planning and Development}, 28.
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Federal agencies broadly classify EMS workers into only one occupation per the Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) system.\textsuperscript{120} In 2018, the SOC began separating EMT and paramedic occupational data for the first time.\textsuperscript{121} Distinguishing EMT and paramedic workforce data in the SOC system will help current and future EMS workers, researchers, and policy-makers to understand the single-role career EMS labor pool better. This increased understanding comes from being able to assess EMTs’ and paramedics’ age, education, pay, and job growth separately. This SOC improvement, however, is only a half-measure as it fails to recognize the occupation of paramedic-firefighter, also called firefighter-paramedic, which has existed since the late 1960s.\textsuperscript{122} The BLS continues to count paramedic-firefighters only as firefighters or only as paramedics.\textsuperscript{123}

\section*{B. SINGLE-ROLE PARAMEDICS}

This section begins by analyzing the value proposition of becoming a paramedic and its effect on paramedic turnover and the paramedic shortage. The section continues with an examination of the paramedic employment pipeline, its gender skew, additional causes of the paramedic shortage, and some possible solutions. It is important to understand the experiences of single-role paramedics because they inform the discussion of paramedic-firefighters. Some paramedics serve in a single-role capacity and therefore do not perform

\footnotesize
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fire suppression duties, even when employed by a fire department. Many enjoy this job and are unlikely to remedy the paramedic-firefighter shortage by taking such a dual-role job.

Most single-role paramedics are responsible for emergency medical care and transportation of the ill and injured although some work in other settings including education, management, and non-transport clinical care and safety.124 Regardless of who paramedics work for, they are commonly the highest-level EMS providers and an essential component of the nation’s ability to prevent, mitigate, respond to, and recover from disasters and terrorism.125 As the most qualified healthcare provider, the paramedic attending to a patient is responsible for patient care and coordinates the tasks of other EMS responders. Paramedics develop clinical judgement from the time they begin as EMTs and continue throughout their caregiving careers.

1. The Single-Role Paramedic Workforce

The cost of paramedic education can be a factor in limiting the supply of paramedics. The upfront cost of required training can exceed $16,000, with no guarantee that the student will complete the program, national registry exam, state licensure, accreditation process, and probationary employment period.126 The NREMT reports that even after three attempts, the national average passing rate for the paramedic exam is only 77 percent.127 Most aspiring paramedics must cover tuition, national registry, licensing, and credentialing costs from their EMT wages. In a 2016 survey, EMTs reported an annual

wage range of $33,587 to $48,296 for an unknown number of hours worked.128 While 24 percent of EMTs reported receiving fully paid medical insurance for themselves, 58 percent reported that employers partially paid for their medical insurance.129 Eight percent of EMTs reported that their employers fully paid for family members’ medical insurance, and 61 percent reported that employers partially paid such insurance.130 Several authors describe medical insurance and healthcare costs as a substantial and increasing burden, even for working Americans.131 These low wages and high healthcare costs likely reduce the number of EMTs who can afford paramedic education. Some employers pay paramedic tuition based on certain conditions.132 A common condition is that employees receiving free tuition must agree to repay it if they do not work as paramedics for that employer for a given time.133 This strategy’s impact on the paramedic shortage is limited because few employers take advantage of it.

Single-role paramedics often feel poorly compensated134 Paramedic perception of a lack of desirable advancement opportunities, quality supervision, and retirement plans causes many to seek other careers, which contributes to the paramedic shortage.135 In 2003, Brown et al. explained that high EMT and paramedic turnover was due to the desire
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for greater pay, healthcare benefits, and an improved retirement plan.\textsuperscript{136} The reality is that many are underpaid. The DOL reports that only 16.2 percent of EMTs and paramedics have a bachelor’s degree, a lower percentage than among firefighters and about half the percentage of police officers.\textsuperscript{137} EMTs and paramedics account for a disproportionally large part of U.S. below-median hourly wage employment among persons without a bachelor’s degree.\textsuperscript{138}

One way to understand their compensation is that EMTs and paramedics as a class are one of only two occupations that account for 80 percent of the nation’s below median hourly wage employment.\textsuperscript{139} The other occupation is general maintenance and repair.\textsuperscript{140} The fact that maintenance and repair workers are better paid than EMTs and paramedics underscores how low EMS wages are.\textsuperscript{141} Many private paramedics leave for better-compensated public employment, including local government EMS, which pays more than private EMS.\textsuperscript{142} Low wages likely discourage new entrants into the occupation, thus contributing to the shortage of both paramedics and paramedic-firefighters. In 2009, Patterson et al. reported that 6.3 percent of paramedics intended to leave EMS employment in the next 12 months, compared to 5.5 percent of EMTs; pay was the greatest

\begin{flushright}
\end{flushright}
dissatisfaction for both.\textsuperscript{143} These authors determined rates of intent to leave by employer type.\textsuperscript{144} The authors’ finding that 8.9 percent of privately employed EMS workers intended to leave, compared to 3.3 percent of fire-based EMS workers, affirms that public EMS compensation generally exceeds private EMS compensation.\textsuperscript{145}

DOL wage data suggest that wage growth does not offer a near-term solution to the paramedic shortage. In 2017 the DOL reported, “Growth in the average hourly real wage has been negative for EMTs” from 2009 to 2013.\textsuperscript{146} Since the \textit{SOC User Guide Classification Principles and Coding Guidelines} combined EMTs and paramedics in 2017, this DOL statement also asserts that paramedics’ real wage growth was negative from 2009 to 2013. In short, the low wages of single-role paramedics are a significant factor in shortages in the profession.\textsuperscript{147}

One possible reason single-role paramedic wages are low is that many are employed in the ambulance industry, which struggles with low reimbursement rates from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) and low collections rates overall.\textsuperscript{148} U.S. ambulance providers generally collect fees only for transporting patients,
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yet more than one-third of ambulance responses do not result in transport.\textsuperscript{149} The industry consists of emergency ambulance services, which is what most people think ambulances are for, and non-emergency ambulance services. Emergency ambulance services, often staffed by paramedics, are commonly operated by fire departments and have the same low reimbursement model. Non-emergency ambulance services are usually provided by EMTs and are often not dispatched until payment is guaranteed. The CMS’s ambulance transport billing rates are sometimes less than 30 percent of a provider’s costs.\textsuperscript{150} Since the CMS account for more than half of the ambulance payer mix, this rate is a significant challenge to the industry.\textsuperscript{151} Given these factors—and that personnel costs represent the majority of total ambulance service costs—the reluctance of some providers to provide attractive compensation is not surprising.\textsuperscript{152} While private insurance pays more toward ambulance bills than do the CMS, many patients with no insurance pay nothing. Low ambulance collections and reimbursement rates depress paramedic compensation, which contributes to high paramedic attrition rates.

Despite inconsistency in data and reporting, turnover for single-role paramedics is high. Annual voluntary turnover for career single-role paramedics is reported to be between


The average attrition rate among a sample of 404 EMS organizations in 2005 was 12.6 percent, but this data did not distinguish between EMTs and paramedics. Friese reports that an American Ambulance Association (AAA) study found a 21-percent voluntary unweighted mean turnover rate in 2017 for full-time paramedics at about 100 agencies surveyed. The 21-percent annual voluntary paramedic turnover that Friese and AAA/Avesta report for 2017 is much higher than the 13-percent general workforce turnover that the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) report for 2016. Friese interprets the report as documenting that EMS turnover is higher than in other occupations, and that because the industry cannot significantly increase compensation, it will have to retain personnel through schedule, policy, and program changes that improve employees’ health, safety, and work-life balance.

Voluntary turnover varies by whether single-role paramedics are publicly or privately employed. It is useful to consider the reported 2005 turnover between the two most common EMS employers, fire departments—the subject of a later section on dual-role paramedic-firefighters—at five percent, and private ambulance services, at 17.1 percent. Compensation consultant Ann Bares wrote that voluntary turnover for the general workforce decreased from 2008 to 2010 but then, in 2011, began climbing steadily.
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to the 12.8 percent that CompData Surveys reported for 2016.\(^{159}\) Her observation that 2016 voluntary turnover in the healthcare industry was 15.3 percent, second only to the hospitality industry, supports other authors’ observations of relatively high paramedic turnover as a leading factor in the current paramedic shortage.\(^{160}\) The 2017 Fitch and Associates \textit{EMS Trend Report} found that median annual turnover varied across six types of EMS organizations, including 12 percent for fire-based EMS providers and 21 percent for public utility-based organizations.\(^{161}\) The relatively higher turnover rates for privately employed paramedics support those who argue that the cost of providing timely paramedic ambulance services and associated readiness components like administration and surge capacity exceeds available revenue.\(^{162}\) The relatively lower turnover for publicly employed paramedics reflects their generally higher compensation.

The generally higher compensation for publicly employed paramedics reflects the different missions of private versus public EMS employers. Private employers seek to profit, yet government seeks to provide essential services. These motivations can overlap, for example, with companies having a service mission and government collecting fees for services. Paramedic ambulance services often exist in a setting of high public expectation for the service and low public expectation to pay for the service, especially in rural areas.\(^{163}\) The lack of reliable ambulance funding or reimbursement depresses paramedic compensation and increases turnover. Even some public employers are unable to pay paramedics adequately. Turnover contributes to the shortage of paramedics, especially when compensation and opportunities for advancement are not equal to paramedic expectations.


\(^{160}\) Bares.


\(^{162}\) Finance Committee, \textit{EMS Funding and Reimbursement}, 15–16.

\(^{163}\) Finance Committee, 14, 16.
Voluntary turnover in EMS has various causes. Several large investigations using data from the Longitudinal Emergency Medical Technician Attributes and Demographic Study (LEADS) of EMS employment determined that voluntary turnover among career single-role paramedics is due primarily to compensation and paramedics’ unmet expectations for advancement opportunities and supervision. The AAA study found that compensation concerns were the leading cause of turnover. The next most common reasons for turnover, according to the AAA study, were for a career change, school attendance, discontent with advancement opportunities, a geographic move, or unhappiness with the employer. Stress, burnout, and injuries are additional reasons for EMS workers to leave the occupation.

Despite continued findings that paramedics believe they should receive better pay and benefits, private employers often handle turnover both by augmenting recruitment and by reinforcing retention strategies, such as supervisor training, which do not increase compensation. This approach leverages the occupation’s camaraderie, excitement,
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respect, and teamwork as free forces for recruitment and retention.\(^{169}\) A 2010 longitudinal study of EMS found the total turnover cost per position as $86,452.05 including direct and indirect pre-hire and post-hire costs.\(^ {170}\) The persistence of low compensation, high-turnover rates, and very successful companies may suggest that such turnover costs are acceptable to the largest private employers.\(^ {171}\)

Several SHRM reports reveal employee priorities that lead to the paramedic shortage. In a 2016 SHRM survey, 600 U.S. employees in various professions ranked respectful employee treatment as the most important aspect of job satisfaction; compensation was the next most important.\(^{172}\) This difference of one place in the ranking of compensation between paramedics and the general workforce is not significant. The SHRM noted that almost 20 percent more employees describe career advancement as very important to them in 2015 than they did in 2007.\(^ {173}\) This conclusion is consistent with the LEADS finding that the lack of career advancement opportunities is the sixth leading reason that paramedics leave EMS, behind pay, a desire for more education, family relocation, management dissatisfaction, and family issues, such as childcare or marital problems.\(^ {174}\) Some paramedics leave EMS and return to school to qualify for higher wages


within the broader the health care system. Paramedics who leave EMS before retirement age add to the problem of single-role paramedic shortage.

2. Single-Role Paramedic Employers and Employment Pipeline

The overall supply of EMS workers is linked to increasing demand and changing employment patterns that affect the paramedic-firefighter shortage. Since an individual must be an EMT before enrolling in paramedic education, growth in the number of paramedics is limited by growth in the number of EMTs. Demand for paramedics is growing at more than twice the mean for all occupations. The DOT and the BLS both suggest that the EMS industry will grow with the nation’s increase in senior citizens because older people, especially those over age 85, use ambulances more than younger people. The BLS projects a 15 percent increase in EMT and paramedic employment from 2016 to 2026 overall and a 6.8 percent increase specifically in local government EMS employment. That is, non-governmental EMS employment is expected to increase more than governmental EMS employment. This expectation suggests that although just more than half of EMTs and paramedics work for the government, usually for fire departments, this percentage will shrink. If current compensation trends hold, turnover will increase as privately employed paramedics become a greater share of the paramedic workforce. This increased turnover, in turn, will aggravate the paramedic shortage. As Figure 1 illustrates,  
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BLS employment data for EMTs and paramedics vary from year to year but reflects an overall growth trend.\textsuperscript{181}

![U.S. EMT and Paramedic Employment](image)

Figure 1. U.S. EMT and Paramedic Employment\textsuperscript{182}

Various organizations that have studied EMS employment growth worry about the paramedic supply. In its 2014 workforce planning guide, the National Association of State EMS Officials noted that shortages may stem from a reduced supply of workers or increased demand for them.\textsuperscript{183} Since turnover reduces worker supply, both factors contribute to the paramedic shortage. In 2011, the \textit{EMS Workforce Agenda for the Future} noted that EMS primary problem of managers is an insufficient number of EMTs and paramedics.\textsuperscript{184} This concern predominates in other studies as well. In 2007, the State Senate Committee on EMS Recruitment, Retention, and Training in Georgia reported that inadequate numbers of young EMS personnel to replace old workers had created a shortage


\textsuperscript{183} National Association of State Emergency Medical Services Officials, \textit{EMS Workforce Planning and Development}, 14.

of EMS employees. The committee also found that the paramedic shortage caused Georgia’s second most populous county in increase recruitment from out of state. Due to this increased recruitment, the percentage of Gwinnett County Fire and Emergency Services paramedics hired from other states increased from 29 percent in 2002 to 63 percent in 2007. Gwinnett County established incentives including free on-duty paramedic education and a $10,000 bonus for employees who achieve paramedic certification, and a requirement that employees be a paramedic before promotion to lieutenant. While these incentives help Georgia, they likely crimp the paramedic pipeline in nearby states where paramedics are paid less.

Several publications characterize the EMT and paramedic employment pipeline. The 2015 DOL Characteristics of Individuals and Employment among First Responders study reports that EMTs, paramedics, police officers, and firefighters are younger on average compared to the remaining total employed workers. Compared to other first responders and the total employed, EMTs and paramedics have the highest proportion of workers ages 25 to 34 years and the lowest proportion of all older age brackets. This age skew likely results from the many who leave their private-sector EMS employer after as little as four years due to the issues surrounding compensation, advancement, burnout, and injuries cited in the previous section.

In addition to the age skew, there is also a gender skew in the paramedic pipeline. In 2005, women accounted for 42 percent of EMS volunteers. Still, in the 45-plus years that EMS has been a career, the percentage of female EMTs who advance their education
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191 Schafer, Sutter, and Gibbons, 14–15.
192 Chapman et al., EMS Workforce for the 21st Century, 62.
to become paramedics has always been smaller than the percentage of male EMTs who do so. In 2014, women accounted for up to 34 percent of EMTs but only 21 percent of paramedics, a decrease from LEADS data from the previous decade that showed 38.4 percent of EMTs and 27.5 percent of paramedics were female.\textsuperscript{193} In contrast to their low and declining numbers in EMS, women hold 75 percent of healthcare jobs, which accounts for the majority in all but five of 24 healthcare occupations.\textsuperscript{194} The occupations for which women are the minority are chiropractors, dentists, physicians, EMTs, and paramedics, and “other healthcare practitioners and technical occupations.”\textsuperscript{195} A 2014 study asserts that, although the majority of actively licensed U.S. physicians are male, almost two thirds of those under age 40 are female.\textsuperscript{196} From this study and the BLS data, it can be inferred that some women interested in a healthcare occupation have better options than to become or remain a single-role paramedic.

The degree to which more women becoming paramedics might alleviate the shortage depends on how many more women would choose this occupation and how long they would stay in it. Regardless of gender, some people enjoy the variety, responsibility for clinical care, excitement of working in public safety, and ability to work—within wide bounds—as few or as many hours as they want. Some in the field are motivated by their clinical experiences to develop professionally within or beyond the occupation. One emerging opportunity within the occupation is that of a community paramedic.\textsuperscript{197} Community paramedics receive an additional month or more of training as health educators


\textsuperscript{195} Bureau of Labor Statistics.


and care navigators, and then make home care visits.\textsuperscript{198} The impetus for creating community paramedicine programs is to limit the overuse of ambulances and EDs for issues that can be better treated outside the ED.\textsuperscript{199} The success of the community paramedicine business model, as for traditional ambulance services, depends on the extent to which these services generate revenue, and its attractiveness to paramedics may depend in part on their compensation. Other revenue-generating opportunities are available outside the paramedic occupation. Those who return to school may qualify as physician assistants, nurses, physicians, or other healthcare providers.

Recruitment practices contribute to the employment pipeline, so they must also receive attention to address the shortage. In 2008, Chapman et al. reported that EMS employers generally recruited haphazardly although a few used organized methods.\textsuperscript{200} Managing EMS educational system capacity and targeting women and ethnic minorities are both essential to developing and recruiting enough EMTs and paramedics.\textsuperscript{201} Other strategies include targeting underrepresented groups like women and minorities for EMS training, while at times offering partial EMT and paramedic scholarships.\textsuperscript{202} American Medical Response (AMR), the nation’s largest employer of paramedics, owns its EMT and paramedic training centers.\textsuperscript{203} AMR and its affiliate Rural/Metro Corporation promote
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diversity and inclusion but generally charge fees for training. At least one rural/metro location offered free EMT training in 2015 to students who met basic pre-employment screening and indicated an interest in working for the company. Acadian Ambulance offers to refund tuition at its paramedic school for employees who succeed at the National Registry paramedic exams and agree to work for the company for a year. These strategies address the paramedic shortage by providing companies with a constant supply of new EMS workers. Some public employers of single-role paramedics also offer free or compensated EMS training programs for minority and female residents in the hopes of employing them in career EMS positions. On balance, private employers of single-role paramedics appear to do a better job with recruitment than with retention, probably because the industry’s business model precludes the financial commitments that increase retention.

C. DUAL-ROLE PARAMEDIC-FIREFIGHTERS

This section compares paramedic-firefighters to paramedics and then assesses their employment pipeline. Like single-role paramedics, firefighter-paramedics and the larger fire service are also important for local homeland security and are deployed in various manners. In addition to EMS duties, dual-role paramedic-firefighters are responsible for
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fire suppression, community risk reduction, rescue, and responses to hazardous material incidents and flooding. Dual-role paramedic-firefighters usually work in more hierarchical organizations than single-role paramedics.

Unlike the flat structure that most single-role paramedics work in, the fire service’s organizational structure provides promotional opportunities that aid retention in the profession but create some turnover within each rank. Below the rank of battalion chief, fire service personnel work in companies of two to six persons who are described by the type of apparatus they use; for example, an engine company or truck company. Each company includes a company officer, which is a promotion from paramedic-firefighter. Some paramedic-firefighters rotate between assignments on ambulances, fire engines, and ladder trucks, while others work primarily in one of these assignments. Many fire departments allow their dual-role personnel to continue offering advanced EMS care even as they promote to fire apparatus engineers and company officers. Paramedic-firefighters in the chief officer ranks typically serve in a management function and rarely provide direct patient care. A few fire departments offer community paramedicine programs, often using paramedic-firefighters.209

1. The Dual-Role Paramedic-Firefighter Workforce

Like with single-role paramedics, the process to apply as a paramedic-firefighter varies from agency to agency, but the compensation and advancement opportunities are greater. Experienced paramedics are the preferred candidate pool for paramedic-firefighter positions because the fire department gains their clinical knowledge without having to pay for their paramedic education and early clinical experiences.210 At a minimum, paramedic-firefighters must meet the same educational standards as single-role paramedics. The minimum cost of becoming a paramedic-firefighter is the same as becoming a paramedic.


210 Not all privately employed paramedics want to or are able to become dual-role paramedic-firefighters. Even those who do make the change often spend several years serving shareholders before they can serve the public. For these reasons, low compensation for private EMS employees probably limits the paramedic-firefighter employment pipeline.
plus any fire service testing costs. Some fire agencies ask applicants to pay about $200 total to take standardized written and physical agility tests.\textsuperscript{211} Fee waivers are often available to those who cannot afford testing.\textsuperscript{212} Reducing cost barriers to employment is important to maximize qualified candidates and reap the benefits of diverse life experiences that come with economic diversity.

Particular fire departments require applicants to have taken classes toward an associate’s degree in fire science, which modestly increases the cost of qualifying for the job. Some employers require paramedic-firefighter applicants to have completed a fire academy on their own, which costs about $3,000–$4,000.\textsuperscript{213} These investments have a reasonable payoff for those hired because the median annual firefighter salary is $49,080 and because almost all fire departments pay at least part of the medical insurance for employees and their families.\textsuperscript{214} Paramedic-firefighter salaries are about 10 percent higher than firefighter salaries and compare favorably with median single-role paramedic compensation. Paramedic-firefighter compensation that exceeds private paramedic compensation may explain why paramedic-firefighter turnover is lower than single-role paramedic turnover.

Opportunities for advancement of paramedic-firefighters throughout the ranks improves contentment and decreases turnover by providing a stream of supervisors and managers familiar with the challenges of paramedic care and who foster working


conditions that support paramedic-firefighters. Paramedic-firefighters may advance to many other positions including fire apparatus engineer, lieutenant, captain, fire marshal, battalion chief, deputy chief, or fire chief. These positions offer new professional challenges and higher wages than those of paramedic-firefighters, which likely increases job satisfaction relative to single-role paramedics. Career advancement opportunities correlate with increased job satisfaction in fire service and human resources research. Increased job satisfaction, in turn, correlates with decreased turnover, which is an important factor in the paramedic-firefighter shortage.

Unlike for single-role paramedics, increased education increases the retention of paramedic-firefighters within their occupations. Almost 22 percent of paramedic-firefighters have a bachelor’s degree. Slightly more paramedic-firefighters have an associate’s degree, and almost all have some community college education. The U.S. Fire Administration (USFA) Fire and Emergency Services Higher Education’s recognition program lists nine accredited university programs that offer a bachelor’s degree and meet criteria for standardized professional development. The IAFF, the NFPA, and the USFA all recommend college education for firefighters who promote. Paramedic-firefighters, by nature of their additional education and duties, have communication, delegation, and
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supervision skills that transfer well to supervisory and management promotional examinations.

The BLS anticipates the number of firefighter jobs to grow seven percent in the next decade, the same rate at which it anticipates growth in the general workforce.222 About one in three new fire service jobs will be for supervisor positions, some of which paramedic-firefighters will fill, which then creates more paramedic-firefighter job openings. As more fire departments begin to use paramedic-firefighters to offer advanced life support (ALS), growth in these positions should be small but steady. Promotions, the paramedic shortage, and to a lesser extent turnover and industry growth, make it increasingly difficult to hire quality paramedic-firefighters.

Unlike for single-role paramedics, several measures indicate that dual-role paramedic-firefighters are satisfied with their jobs. The General Social Survey (GSS) found in 2006 that 80.1 percent of firefighters were very satisfied with their jobs.223 This occupation was the third most satisfying after clergy and physical therapists.224 By 2011, the GSS reported that firefighters had risen to the second most satisfied occupation, just behind clergy.225 As discussed in Section A of this chapter, voluntary turnover in fire departments is about one-third that of private ambulance employers.226 Paramedic-firefighters identify with both parts of their occupation but generally think of themselves as firefighters in terms of compensation and contentment, both of which are generally higher than for single-role paramedics. This fulfillment also likely stems from doing the people’s work within a more financially stable business model than that of the private ambulance industry.

224 National Opinion Research Center, 3.
2. Dual-Role Paramedic Employers and Employment Pipeline

Public expectations for paramedic service are higher in urban than in rural areas, as are expectations that the fire department will provide EMS services. Almost half of fire departments serving populations of 25,000 to 49,000 provide paramedic services, typically through dual-role paramedic-firefighters. The percentage of departments offering ALS increases with population size. At the extremes, only six percent of departments with a population under 2,500 provide ALS while 100 percent of fire departments serving populations of at least 1,000,000 residents provide such services. The 10 U.S. cities with populations of at least 1,000,000 receive ALS through various models of paramedic-firefighters, single-role fire department paramedics, single-role third-service paramedics, and single-role private paramedics.

Growth of paramedic-firefighter jobs drives recruitment needs in patterns somewhat distinct from firefighter jobs. Considering that the BLS counts paramedic-firefighters as firefighters, it expects firefighter employment to grow at seven percent per year, the average for all jobs, and thereby driving the need for increased recruitment in the current setting of a paramedic-firefighter applicant shortage. Growth for paramedic-firefighter jobs is likely to exceed seven percent as additional fire departments begin offering paramedic services. Fire departments tailor their recruiting efforts to their minimum entry-level requirements. Fire departments that do not require a paramedic license to apply often do not need to recruit because they receive many applications per opening; large cities may hire one percent or less of those who apply.
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departments, recruiting is targeted at underrepresented applicants to balance out the word-
of-mouth recruiting that occurs among over-represented legacy applicants.

In contrast, fire departments for whom the minimum requirement is paramedic licensure receive far fewer applications per position. Since applicants often apply to more than one fire department, the best applicants will likely be hired by other departments. This dynamic results in so few good applicants that fire departments sometimes leave paramedic-firefighter positions unfilled rather than filling them with marginal hires. Especially in suburban fire departments, fewer people apply for each paramedic-firefighter job than for each firefighter job. This decrease is plausible because applicants for firefighter jobs require no EMS certification or basic EMT certification while applicants for paramedic-firefighter jobs require a paramedic license.\(^{232}\) The relative shortage of paramedic-firefighter applicants is because they must meet more requirements than firefighter applicants must.

Fire departments have many ways to acquire paramedic-firefighters. A common practice, especially among fire departments with constrained budgets, is to hire paramedics and then train them as firefighters in a fire academy of several months’ duration. Some departments hire EMTs, train them as firefighters, and then send them to paramedic school for a year in the hope that they will achieve paramedic licensure.\(^{233}\) A few fire departments hire recruits with no medical qualifications and pay for more than a year of full-time education for them to qualify first as EMTs and then as paramedic-firefighters.\(^{234}\) These last two strategies are expensive because selected employees miss a year’s work and have about a 58 to 88 percent chance of earning paramedic licensure.\(^{235}\) That they continue to


\(^{234}\) McKeon, “EMTs on the Decline.”

reassign employees to a year of paramedic training shows the shortage of good paramedic-firefighter candidates, because fire departments would not gamble with sending people to such lengthy training if less expensive options worked for them. 236 Alternatively, EMTs may agree to repay employers for prorated paramedic tuition if they do not work as paramedics for the sponsoring employer for a given number of years. 237

Others besides the government have a role to play in aligning the work force with paramedic-firefighter staffing needs and vice versa. Families, educators, guidance counselors, and non-governmental organizations share responsibility for reducing any limiting gender role beliefs or other artificial restrictions to the paramedic-firefighter candidate employment pipeline. Few people encourage girls and women to consider fire service careers, possibly because traditional recruiting targets men. 238 More women may yet be interested in firefighting careers for the same reasons that some men are, that of appealing work, livable wages, and good job security relative to alternative jobs not


237 McKeon, “EMTs on the Decline.” Tuition claw back provisions were held legal under Posco v. Case, but are controversial with employees. See J. Banke, P. J. Humes and J. Dondero, USS Posco Industries v. Case, FindLaw (California 1st District Court of Appeal 2016). It may be better policy for states to follow Michigan’s example and fund skilled trades training that pays residents to become EMTs and paramedics. See “Paramedic Shortage Leads to ‘Grow Your Own’ Partnership,” Michigan Works!, accessed November 10, 2018, https://www.michiganworks.com/paramedic-shortage-leads-to-grow-your-own-partnership/. The advantages of state grant programs are that states can tolerate grant-trained employees changing to other employers better than an equivalent local program would, as states already have employment development programs to build upon, and these programs are less likely to be cut than federal programs like Perkins Loans. Some aspiring EMTs and paramedics may qualify for scholarships. See “College and Continuing Education Scholarships for EMS and Paramedics,” College scholarships, accessed November 10, 2018, http://www.collegescholarships.org/scholarships/health/ems.htm; “EMT Scholarship—Medical Education Grant,” ZOLL, accessed November 10, 2018, https://www.zoll.com/medical-markets/ems/emt-scholarship. Local loan forgiveness and tuition assistance programs may also be needed to reduce the applicant shortage.
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requiring a degree.\textsuperscript{239} In a 2008 study, both female and male firefighters rated the occupation positively.\textsuperscript{240}

Organizations like the California Fire Fighter Joint Apprenticeship Committee (CFFJAC) add well-qualified people, including women and other non-traditional applicants, to the paramedic-firefighter employment pipeline.\textsuperscript{241} The CFFJAC prepares candidates in part through recruiting and by hosting a free EMT academy and mentoring program for firefighter candidates with financial need.\textsuperscript{242} Sponsored by the CFFJAC, California’s Firefighter Candidate Testing Center (FCTC) lets candidates create a profile on a statewide eligibility list from which more than 90 departments hire.\textsuperscript{243} The FCTC attracts candidates by various means including through community groups, career expos, and a social media campaign branded as “Becoming a Firefighter.”\textsuperscript{244} By providing candidates’ vetted qualifications and test results to participating fire departments, the FCTC streamlines firefighter candidates’ application process as compared to the alternative of candidates having to test at each individual fire department.\textsuperscript{245}
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Increasing traditional recruiting and offering employer-paid paramedic education are, at best, partial solutions to the paramedic-firefighter shortage because these approaches fail to consider broader factors limiting the pool of persons who aspire to be paramedic-firefighters. These limiting factors can be categorized as natural and artificial. Natural limitations include the inability to perform necessary duties, for example, because of physical or intellectual capacity. Artificial limitations include real and perceived barriers to paramedic-firefighter education and employment not related to the ability to perform job duties. Such artificial limitations include paramedic-firefighter recruitment practices that fail to proportionately employ the almost 47 percent of the civilian work force who are women or even the 17 percent who work in similar occupations or types of physical work. Other important artificial limitations include gender discrimination and bias—conscious or unrecognized—in childrearing, education, and employment.

3. Factors that Restrict the Employment Pipeline

Understanding the paramedic-firefighter employment pipeline is a prerequisite for understanding the degree to which artificial gender barriers may create a paramedic-firefighter shortage. The paramedic-firefighter pipeline is largely that subset of paramedics considering a fire service career. While 21 percent of paramedics are women, women account for only 3.5 percent of career firefighters according to the BLS and 4.5 percent according to the Census Bureau. The discrepancy between BLS and Census Bureau figures for career female firefighters is not surprising given that the percentage is so low as to be affected disproportionately by reporting errors. Whatever the true number of female paramedic-firefighters, it is likely low enough to discourage girls and women from
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identifying with and aspiring to the career, which thus adds to the shortage of skilled paramedic-firefighter applicants.248

The misperception that women lack the physical ability or interest to be paramedic-firefighters likely exacerbates the shortage of good applicants for these positions. Examining similar arduous occupations suggests that women’s physical abilities do not naturally limit them to 3.5 percent of career firefighters.249 For example, law enforcement is physically demanding, yet the BLS reports that 13.6 percent of police and sheriff’s patrol officers are women.250 The BLS also reports that 36.4 percent of career athletes, coaches, umpires, and related workers are women.251 Professional athletes, like paramedic-firefighters, work outside and must be physically strong.252 Paramedic-firefighters’ medical duties are likely of interest to women, given that 83 percent of nurses and 35 percent of physicians in the United States are female.253 In addition, women make up 15.9
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percent of active duty military personnel, with wide-ranging military occupational specialties but consistent fitness requirements.254

Historically, one artificial barrier to employment of women and minorities has been discrimination. Not unique to fire departments, this discrimination included various combinations of accepting applications only from white men, selecting new hire and promotional applicants with tests that were not job-related, shunning non-traditional hires, treating them differently for training and advancement opportunities, or creating hostile environments in which few would continue working.255 Job applicants and employees sometimes seek to remedy discrimination through the courts. Rather than risking lawsuits and a consent decree, skilled fire chiefs follow the guidance of human resources professionals, academics, attorneys, industry associations, and knowledgeable peers to avoid preferential treatment in the first place.256

D. ANALYSIS

Many challenges combine to create a shortage of paramedic-firefighter candidates. Low ambulance collections and private EMS wages combine with moderately high


licensing and skill requirements to discourage potential paramedics during career exploration. Low compensation and advancement opportunities for privately employed paramedics sustain the shortage by contributing to high turnover among those not yet employed by fire departments. The expanding need for paramedics and paramedic-firefighters is outpacing the ability of the nation’s educational system to provide them. The vast underrepresentation of females among firefighters, and to a lesser extent among paramedics, fosters inaccurate assumptions on the part of many that girls and women should not prepare and compete for well-compensated paramedic-firefighter jobs. Responsibility for updating public perceptions about who can become a paramedic-firefighter—and why and how—is diffused among educators, students, parents, employers, and potential employees.

Understanding the EMS industry and paramedic-firefighter employment pipeline allows people to see points at which it is possible to increase the number of quality job candidates, especially from among underrepresented and under-employed persons. The next chapters illustrate how four fire departments achieve strong staffing performance through various recruitment and retention strategies, rather than by limiting themselves to the view that hiring is a zero-sum game with which departments will continually struggle to find adequate numbers of well-qualified paramedic-firefighters.
III. STAFFING SUCCESS WITHOUT A CONSENT DECREE

Some fire departments have managed to hire organically and retain an above-average percentage of female firefighters and to insulate themselves mostly from the national shortage of paramedic-firefighter applicants. This chapter compares staffing in two departments that have never needed court supervision of their hiring. Both of these departments employ paramedic-firefighters, also known as firefighter-paramedics. Each department also assigns paramedic-firefighters both to fire crews and to ambulances. Although they differ in entry-level firefighter positions, each department uses recruitment approaches grounded in a commitment to equal employment opportunity, inclusion, and the maintenance of high standards for hiring.

A. ORANGE COUNTY FIRE RESCUE, FLORIDA

Orange County Fire Rescue (OCFR) is notable in many respects, including its commitment to staffing paramedic-firefighters, termed firefighter-paramedics locally.257 As the biggest fire department in Central Florida, it is one of only 259 U.S. fire departments to be accredited through the Commission on Fire Accreditation International.258 OCFR has 44 stations and serves a population of one million residents.259 Since Orange County, Florida, is “America’s most-visited destination,” OCFR also protects 72 million annual...
visitors. Founded in 1981 from the consolidation of 14 fire districts under the control of the Board of County Commissioners, OCFR hired its first female firefighter that same year. OCFR takes an interesting approach to developing firefighter-paramedics. All entry-level firefighters who are not already Florida licensed paramedics must earn such licensure and serve OCFR as paramedics within three years of their date of hire and for the duration of their employment in the firefighter classification. OCFR’s hiring strategy provides opportunities for those without a paramedic license to attend paramedic school on their own time, and then to earn paramedic incentive pay equal to an almost 19 percent pay raise and permanent employment in a growing agency with a well-defined career ladder.

1. Measures of Staffing Performance

OCFR works hard to maximize its staffing performance measures. As of July 2018, OCFR has 96.3 percent of its 1,325 sworn positions filled. Additionally, as of July 2018, women account for 8.6 percent of these positions who holds ranks from entry-level to chief officers. Beyond hiring practices, other ways in which Orange County shows its commitment to diversity and equal opportunity employment are through policy and
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OCFR also lets potential applicants and their families feel like the fire service may be a fit for them—regardless of gender or other employment class—by including images of women and racial minorities in department media, which showcases a commitment to diversity. The cumulative effect of OCFR’s staffing efforts are very respectable given that the agency added 47 new positions in fiscal year 2017–2018—including 36 new firefighter-paramedics—despite a national paramedic shortage, a 3.9 percent national unemployment rate, and a 3.1 percent local unemployment rate.

2. Entry Points

OCFR’s recruiting and hiring choices offer several points at which people may be hired, rather than only hiring fully certified firefighter-paramedics (see Figure 2). Each entry point leads to the position of firefighter-paramedic, which is the position that OCFR needs the most. Hiring recruits who are already credentialed as Florida firefighters and paramedics is the fastest way to obtain working paramedic-fighters because they only
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need to attend the OCFR recruit academy to learn OCFR equipment and procedures. Applicants who possess Florida firefighter and paramedic credentials are a very small hiring pool, so the OCFR also hires those with just a Florida paramedic license, sends them to 10 weeks’ of training to qualify for state firefighter standards, and then to a recruit academy.269

Figure 2. OCFR Career Firefighter-Paramedic Entry Points
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Yet another entry point is OCFR’s paramedic only (PMO) program, which employs single-role paramedics in a pre-firefighter role. PMO applicants must have a Florida paramedic certification, a Florida driver’s license, and proof of CPAT completion. PMO paramedics work on eight ambulances—termed medic units—staffed only during peak activity periods, rather than around the clock. PMO paramedics have three years to meet firefighter-paramedic hiring requirements by completing their Florida firefighter standards training and firefighter certification. Most PMOs become permanent firefighter-paramedics because the PMO program lets them gain clinical experience and exposure to the fire department while continuing the several hundred hours of education, training, and testing required to become a certified Florida firefighter on their own time. These experiences make PMO paramedics better firefighter-paramedic candidates, and therefore, help to alleviate the shortage.

As discussed in Chapter II, the shortage makes the paramedic pool inadequate to meet the needs of all employers. By hiring certified firefighters not yet trained as paramedics and providing training opportunities, OCFR improves the pool overall. They begin their firefighter careers under a three-year deadline to earn a paramedic license on their own time to become firefighter-paramedics. After more than 800 hours of didactic education, skills training, and hospital clinical internships, each paramedic student spends about six weeks in a field internship, providing supervised care from an ambulance. To assist its firefighters who are paramedic students, OCFR provides these field internships
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on its “rescues,” the local term for ambulances staffed by firefighter-paramedics. OCFR firefighters who earn Florida paramedic certification within three years of hire are promoted to firefighter-paramedics. OCFR, like many fire departments, mentors new firefighter-paramedics by assigning them to work on an ambulance for several more months with a senior paramedic partner. Even for those firefighter-paramedics with previous paramedic experience, an initial ambulance assignment increases the quality of their clinical care and compliance with agency policies.

A non-certified firefighter recruitment, for those without either credential, takes the longest both to get the firefighter working and to get the firefighter through the Valencia College paramedic program. Non-certified recruitments require about eight months just to get a certified firefighter working on shift, and then up to another 28 months for the firefighter to qualify as a paramedic. Due to the expense of having non-certified firefighter recruits on the payroll for several months longer than certified firefighter recruits before they even start shift work, Orange County holds non-certified firefighter recruitments infrequently. Nevertheless, including this option in OCFR’s combination of entry points into the occupation captures the largest possible pool of entry-level candidates without lowering firefighter-paramedic standards, and therefore, likely does the most to reduce the firefighter-paramedic shortage.
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3. Hiring Process

OCFR’s firefighter hiring process reflects some of the best industry practices, including that it is announced, defined, and initiated online, and uses a fair selection process.\(^{280}\) In Step 1, Orange County posts the recruitment on its website.\(^{281}\) OCFR also conducts formal year-round recruitment activities and makes job information available on its website even without an active job posting.\(^{282}\) The 2006 IAFF Diversity Initiative report commends the use of such recruiting combinations to get the word out.\(^{283}\) After the online application and submission of an application packet with copies of vital documents, the next step in OCFR’s hiring process is the National Testing Network FireTEAM entry-level test.\(^{284}\) Copious online information describes this video-based test of human relations, mechanical reasoning, reading, and math.\(^{285}\)

OCFR invites candidates who pass the video-based test to Candidate Physical Ability Test (CPAT) mentoring and testing.\(^{286}\) The IAFF and International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC) designed the CPAT as a tool for departments to select capable people for firefighting training.\(^{287}\) It is a continuous timed test, scored as pass or fail, for which candidates must be offered an orientation and practice session.\(^{288}\) Although some are
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critical of the CPAT because it is validated as job-related content rather than as predictive of job performance, it continues to be widely used after changes outlined in a 2006 conciliation agreement involving the Equal Opportunity Employment Commission after a claim of disparate impact on female candidates. The OCFR’s CPAT Orientation Guide and CPAT Test Preparation Guide are available online. Next, candidates undergo fingerprinting, a polygraph, and an interview with the fire chief. Those candidates selected for a conditional job offer are given a medical examination and drug screening prior to a final job offer. OCFR’s hiring process minimizes any disparate impact, which thereby maximizes the hiring pool of qualified candidates. This approach is prudent given their shortage.

4. Outreach and Recruiting

OCFR’s school visits and Explorer and Reserve Firefighter programs are outreach examples that synergistically complement its hiring process by creating more community knowledge of firefighting careers and more affiliation options for potential applicants. Visiting elementary schools to teach fire safety is very common in the U.S. fire service. OCFR is exceptional in that its fire crews go beyond just safety training by using school visits as an opportunity to interest children in firefighting careers. Non-smoking youth ages 14 to 20 years old who maintain at least a “C” average in school and pass a medical
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exam can be OCFR Explorers. Through its emphasis on character education, fitness, leadership, life skills, and responsibility to society, the Explorer program prepares participants for fire service careers. Explorers schedule ride-alongs on OCFR fire engines and rescues, during which time they participate in a range of firefighter duties including training, cleaning chores, and emergency responses. Especially for someone who does not have a family member in the fire service, the OCFR Explorer program is a unique way to learn about firefighting teamwork, culture, and fire station life, potentially opening up a career that for many may otherwise seem out of reach or mysterious. For many, the Explorer experience likely builds understanding of and interest in the firefighter-paramedic job and thus puts some on the path to reducing shortages in this employment pipeline.

Orange County, Florida, also provides opportunities for community members to volunteer as reserve firefighters either in their choice of positions that may lead to firefighter careers or in positions for which community service is the end goal. Specifically, people can donate their time as reserve certified firefighters, as reserve non-certified firefighters, or in support roles. One common use of Reserves is to augment OCFR staffing for events like college football games when the presence of more than 45,000 fans may increase service demands. As volunteers, Reserves do not directly reduce the
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paramedic shortage, but some help by reducing peak demand for career firefighter-paramedics; all can help as ambassadors for fire service careers. That is, those who serve OCFR in any capacity likely identify with the department and are likely to expose their wider social network to information about the firefighter-paramedic career and career path.

Recruiting is most effective when the fire service champions its non-traditional workforce opportunities both internally and externally. In his comprehensive 2014 article, “Women in the Fire Service: A Diverse Culture Leads to a Successful Culture,” OCFR Battalion Chief David R. Hollenbach III explains that, because most firefighter candidates hear about jobs from family or friends, and rely on career encouragement from family and friends, the natural consequence of a mostly male fire service is mostly male word-of-mouth recruiting. He suggests that fire departments actively recruit women to increase the quantity of qualified applicants, and by inference, begin to re-balance recruiting. Hollenbach further cites evidence from the 2008 journal article “Enhancing Women’s Inclusion in Firefighting in the USA” that women have the fitness and desire to become firefighters in far greater numbers than they are currently employed, and that fire service leadership and training are needed to overcome the history of discrimination and harassment that are a barrier to women feeling as supported and valued in the occupation as men. Hollenbach unofficially affirms official Orange County policy and practice of being an equal opportunity employer with a strong commitment to diversity. Demonstration and public messaging of this commitment are crucial for recruitment and retention.
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5. Retention and Advancement

Beyond information about OCFR’s firefighter-paramedic career path and commitment to diversity, the department’s investments in facilities, equipment, and personnel signal potential applicants and their families about how desirable it is to work specifically at OCFR. In this regard, OCFR appears to do very well on staffing within its allotted budget, which is among the lowest per capita of Florida’s large fire departments. OCFR is spending $30 million to open three new fire stations through early 2019 and spends millions of dollars annually on new fire apparatus and equipment. Orange County and third parties expect continued economic growth, including in wages. Government growth or decline typically follows that of the private sector by a year or two. Wages typically increase only in response to a decreasing labor supply. Both of these dynamics suggest that OCFR salaries need to grow and will do so because Orange County firefighter wages are about 20 percent lower than those of the Orlando and Tampa Fire Departments. This salary difference may harm retention because OCFR firefighters work eight more hours per week than Orlando and Tampa firefighters do and for less pay. As with any industry, retention improves when salaries become competitive, all things being equal.

Since it is a big organization, the OCFR is able to field several specialty programs, which, in turn, also attract a wide pool of talent. For example, the OCFR staffs nine fire

307 City of Orlando, 10; National Testing Network.
stations with at least one firefighter trained as a rescue diver. By the spring of 2019, Orange County’s Dive Rescue Program will expand to 13 fire stations and have more than 200 cross-trained firefighter divers. Another attraction to working at the OCFR is its Special Operations Rescue Climber Program, which prepares firefighters to rescue people from amusement park rides up to 450 feet tall. Additionally, unmanned aerial systems (UAS)—drones—are often helpful for managing searches, rescues, fires, and other emergencies, and the OCFR has one of the nation’s largest fire rescue UAS programs. Also, knowing that long emergencies tax firefighters’ physiological needs, the OCFR rehab unit meets these needs by providing mobile bathrooms and showers at about 100 of the longest-duration incidents each year. This type of investment likely helps recruitment and retention by showing concern for firefighters.

The OCFR demonstrates commitment to firefighter health and wellness in other ways that likely aid retention. For example, OCFR crews follow best practices by equipping firefighters to wash toxic products of combustion off their gear, to shower within an hour of exiting a fire, and to use a clean set of firefighting protective clothing while they
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launder their soiled gear. Orange County also provides 27 of its fire stations with systems to divert diesel exhaust away from personnel and equipment. In addition, Orange County provides firefighters with annual physical exams, coaching to pass the CPAT and annual incumbent physical ability test, safety training, mentoring, behavioral health guidance, and support for participation in professional associations including the IAFC and i-Women. Together with steady growth and promotional opportunities, these OCFR initiatives are likely responsible for the department obtaining and keeping a fair share of the firefighter-paramedic labor pool and achieving strong staffing performance measures.

B. MADISON, WISCONSIN

The Madison Fire Department (MFD), in Wisconsin, the smallest metropolitan department selected as a case for this thesis, has much of which to be proud. In the 1970s, the MFD was an early adopter of paramedic service, journeyman firefighter training, and black and female firefighters. Begun under a 2015 Wisconsin Department of Health Services pilot program to reduce healthcare costs and unnecessary emergency calls, the MFD was among the first in the state to offer a mobile integrated health program staffed with community paramedics. Chief officers must reside in the city of more than 255,000
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residents, currently rated as the 7th best place to live in the United States.\textsuperscript{318} In 2006, the \textit{IAFF Diversity Initiative} report noted that the MFD “has never been under a consent decree. They have over-representation of Blacks, community representation of Hispanics, and very good representation of women. This department is ranked #1 in our sample for excellent diversity for all groups.”\textsuperscript{319}

The story of how Madison earned this praise includes relevant legislation at all levels. Wisconsin laws going back to at least the 1970s provided for state equal opportunity employment, and where allowable and necessary, to gain a workforce representative of the qualified state labor force, for affirmative action.\textsuperscript{320} The same chapter of Wisconsin Law that defines affirmative action both in terms of equal opportunity and “eliminating the present effects of past discrimination” also specifies that state personnel actions be based on ability and not color, sex, ancestry, etc.\textsuperscript{321} Like Wisconsin laws, Madison codes treat affirmative action as consistent with equal opportunity.\textsuperscript{322} The Madison Code of Ordinances dates to at least the 1984 ban on employment discrimination based on race, gender, or other non-work related characteristics.\textsuperscript{323} Madison’s affirmative action and equal opportunity employment codes establish city and departmental expectations and practices that demonstrate commitment to fair hiring.\textsuperscript{324} Setting expectations that public
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employees be representative of residents, as Madison does in Chapter 39, aids such goals by increasing applicant pool depth and diversity.

1. Measures of Staffing Performance

By including workforce demographics back to 1989, the 2017 MFD annual report substantiates and expands on the IAFF claim about the MFD’s gender integration.325 The MFD annual report provides figures showing that women accounted for 8.3 percent of sworn MFD members in 1989, 15.3 percent in 1998 and 2008, and 10.49 percent in 2018.326 The ultimate measure is how many positions are filled. The MFD has 392 of 384 sworn positions filled as of January 22, 2018, which gives a staffing measure of performance of 102 percent.327 Staffing more than 100 percent of authorized positions is very rare in the career fire service. The MFD’s unusually excellent staffing percentage is partially due to their intention to staff an additional fire station anticipated to open in December 2018.328

Madison achieves this admirable staffing performance in part through transparency about its commitment to diversity and inclusion. This commitment is institutionalized citywide through the Department of Civil Rights and the Women’s Initiatives Committee.329 Since the Madison Code of Ordinances Chapter 39.02 mandates that the Madison Division of Affirmative Action report at least annually to the mayor and council on progress toward city and departmental affirmative action goals, each department has an
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incentive to strive for staffing that represents Madison.\textsuperscript{330} The city’s\textit{ Equitable Workforce Plan} describes department heads’ equal opportunity employment and affirmative action responsibilities, including the expectation to report annually on how they identify and overcome barriers that discriminate against women, racial minorities, and persons with disabilities.\textsuperscript{331} Madison’s legislated workforce integration goals likely keep it supplied with greater numbers of qualified candidates than it would have in the absence of these goals. The effect is to help improve staffing performance even when other agencies have difficulty recruiting paramedic-firefighters.

2. Entry Points

The single entry point for MFD firefighters is to attend the 16-week recruit academy and complete 18 months of probationary employment as a firefighter.\textsuperscript{332} This sole entry point is true even for paramedics and those with previous firefighting experience that may qualify them as lateral firefighters in a smaller fire department.\textsuperscript{333} Academy graduates with at least EMT certification are immediately assigned to a fire station and serve with an engine/ladder company.\textsuperscript{334} The MFD’s website indicates that it sends even experienced recruits to the fire academy to help them become successful members of the MFD team.\textsuperscript{335} The same rationale applies to the MFD’s practice of selecting paramedic-firefighters from the firefighter classification.\textsuperscript{336} Although the Madison Police Department has an Explorer post, the MFD has no Explorers, cadets, or reserves.\textsuperscript{337} That the MFD has a single entry
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point for those interested in a firefighting career suggests that the agency is in a much stronger recruiting position than many others are.

3. **Hiring Process**

The MFD’s hiring process is transparent, inclusive, and gives applicants with any initiative plenty of resources and time to prepare for each step. The Police and Fire Commission has overall supervision of the process, certifies the eligibility list, and approves hires. The hiring process’s transparency comes from the wealth of specific information on MFD web pages, including that the MFD takes applications about every two years. To illustrate how much time applicants have to prepare, the 2017–2018 hiring timeline included the following gaps between the first day of the online application period and each subsequent step:

- Close of October 1–November 30, 2017 application period: 2 months
- FireTEAM Test on January 3, 2018: 3 months
- Community Oral Board Interview in February 2018: 4 months
- Department Oral Board Interview in April 2018: 6 months
- Fire Chief’s Interview in May 2018: 7 months
- Physical Ability Test in July 2018: 9 months
- Background checks and medical evaluations: at least 9 months

---
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• Recruit Academy in September or October (for those hired): 11 to 12 months

This timeline and Madison’s online information detail the application process and job requirements, as well as how to prepare for success in the hiring process, which provides candidates with transparent and abundant information.

In addition to their value for test preparation, savvy applicants will note that these resources strongly suggest that they prepare to explain in the three early interviews how they demonstrate concern for the people of Madison. The MFD’s hiring process values traits like communication skills, compassion, and a service orientation over firefighting knowledge. Since the MFD fire academy trains recruits as firefighters, EMTs, and hazardous materials technicians, prerequisites are only U.S. citizenship, being at least 18 years old, be a high school graduate or equivalent, have a driver’s license, and be in good health. After completing the fire academy, new firefighters finish a 3.5-year apprenticeship. This approach to hiring embraces the common wisdom of employers
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that they can teach technical skills like firefighting more easily than they can teach a good attitude. This emphasis on personal characteristics over technical skills broadens the pool of potential applicants far beyond those already trained as paramedics and probably stands as the core reason as to why the MFD is in such a strong recruiting position.

4. Outreach and Recruiting

The MFD does not need to recruit to attract many well-qualified applicants to its competitive hiring process, but it recruits anyway, as the IAFF pointed out, and leverages the diversity of its current employees by including them in the recruiting team to reinforce future diversity.345 On its “Ask a Recruiter” page, the MFD includes short biographies and photos of a dozen members of all ranks and encourages those considering a MFD career to click a link to email questions to any of these members.346 While some of these recruiters had previous firefighting and EMS experience, others came to the MFD with experiences in banking, dispatching, trucking, the military, non-profits, and one even as a utility line technician.347 The gender, generational, prior-occupational, and racial diversity of these recruiters likely expands the pool of potential MFD applicants because applicants are more likely to see themselves as MFD firefighters than without such a web page.348

Another recruiting web page, “Join MFD,” likely appeals to applicants because it displays a photo of a diverse recruit academy graduating and lists information about recruitment open houses, a Women in Fire/EMS Workshop, and the application process.349 Several MFD blogs, including one by Fire Chief Steven Davis, give potential applicants a
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feel for what the organization values. One blog post celebrates a MFD captain’s national award for her volunteer work with CampHERO, a summer camp that introduces girls to fire, EMS, and law enforcement careers. Although correlation is not causation, it is reasonable to suppose that MFD’s outreach has a positive impact on its staffing successes because many agencies that lack similar outreach efforts struggle with firefighter staffing.

In addition to its comprehensive online recruiting information, the MFD also recruits in the community. Besides the aforementioned open houses and workshop, the MFD starts recruiting potential applicants in elementary school by including career information when crews visit to teach fire safety. The department’s recruiting team includes the dozen recruiters listed on the aforementioned web page and at least as many unlisted others. That is, all MFD members may participate in recruiting, with oversight from the Division Chief of Health and Wellness and the Assistant Chief assigned to personnel. Recruiters visit junior high schools, high schools, and the local university to do their part to help the MFD live up to Madison’s Equitable Workforce Plan.

Consistent with Madison law and policy direction, the MFD is serious about eliminating barriers to employing the best firefighters to serve Madison. An important partner in this effort, Madison Human Resources has provided all departments with resources including training, a supervisory manual, external partnerships, internships, reports, and a Racial Equity and Social Justice Initiative, all aimed at fostering employee equity. While racial equity is not this thesis’s focus, many of the same strategies for eliminating race-based hiring barriers are effective for eliminating gender-based hiring
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barriers. Since firefighting is a nontraditional occupation for women; in other words, they represent typically 25 percent or less of the occupation, the MFD makes extra efforts to communicate to the workforce that women are welcome.\textsuperscript{354} The MFD also specifically extends its welcome to gay and lesbian applicants.\textsuperscript{355} The MFD’s robust efforts to be reflective of its community build resilience into its ability to select the best people to be firefighter-paramedics even in the face of a national shortage of candidates.

5. Retention and Advancement

Since employees with special assignment options and promotional opportunities are usually more satisfied with their jobs and less likely to leave their employer, the MFD’s range of programs improves retention. The MFD provides many such opportunities including paramedic training and special teams service opportunities including on the Tactical EMS team, Lake Rescue (dive) Team, Hazardous (materials) Incident Team, and Heavy Urban Rescue Team.\textsuperscript{356} Firefighter-paramedics given additional training as community paramedics provide non-emergency home visits to patients who would otherwise call an ambulance.\textsuperscript{357} Initially a pilot project but now enshrined in state law, this
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community paramedic program provides opportunities for some seasoned paramedic-firefighters to serve in a different role.\textsuperscript{358}

The MFD’s absence of barriers to hiring and promotion, and its many special team opportunities are not the only forces that keep job satisfaction high and turnover low. Investment in fire stations and equipment also signal to employees and potential applicants that the department and city are growing and bringing new opportunities that foster employee retention. The Madison metropolitan statistical area’s gross domestic product growth in 2017 was 4.9 percent, compared to 2.9 percent state and national economic growth.\textsuperscript{359} Besides the station that will open in December 2018, this growth allows the MFD to break ground on a new fire station in early 2019, as well as to renovate two others.\textsuperscript{360} As well, Chief Davis and Fleet Superintendent Joishy Mahanth have prioritized the purchase of fire apparatus with the 2019 budget.\textsuperscript{361} Providing firefighters with good equipment and stations makes them feel appreciated, and like advancement opportunities, aids in retention. Not all fire departments can afford to replace vehicles and facilities on a prudent schedule. Madison’s investment in facilities and equipment for its firefighters cannot be taken for granted any more than its exceptional commitment to diversity, equity, and inclusion.

Not every firefighter develops the drive and skill set to become an officer or chief officer. For those who do aspire to promote, it is often important to be able to identify with


officers and chief officers; in other words, to see themselves in these roles. For female firefighters in an occupation with low female representation, the presence of female chiefs helps remove perceived barriers to advancement. The same is true for ethnic and racial minorities. Madison and the MFD take an inclusive approach to career advancement that demonstrates an absence of gender or racial barriers to promotion. For example, Madison hired Debra Amesqua as its first female fire chief in 1996. Although she retired at the end of 2011, women and racial minorities continue to be represented among the MFD’s chief officers.

C. ANALYSIS

Orange County Fire Rescue and the MFD have comparable hiring processes, but differ slightly in outreach, recruiting, and retention. By state law, the OCFR cannot hire those who have used tobacco within the past year, but otherwise, their recruiting targets similar applicants. Although the OCFR has more employment entry points than the MFD, their staffing performance is similar, especially with respect to the representation of women in their firefighting ranks.

That neither agency has been the subject of a consent decree appears to be because of the depth of their commitment to inclusive recruiting and fair hiring, which likely increases staffing performance. The same organizational commitment to lawful conduct and the prevention of harassment is likely a factor in the author’s inability to find discrimination allegations against either department on the industry’s leading legal news
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This is not to say that neither department will ever face such a claim. The natural experiment of the many other fire departments that employ no females and struggle with staffing suggests that the substantial efforts of the MFD and the OCFR to recruit inclusively is a factor in their ability to staff paramedic-firefighter positions successfully.

If fully staffing with paramedic-firefighters were easy, most agencies would consistently do so. The same can be said for achieving and maintaining representative numbers of female paramedic-firefighters. The MFD’s percentage of female firefighters has decreased from 15.31 percent to 10.49 percent in the last 10 years.\(^{367}\) It is beyond the scope of this research to determine why even departments like the MFD, which staffs very successfully, have experienced a drop in female firefighters over the decades, but it is important to note that staffing is a continuous challenge that always takes personnel, resources, and leadership.
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IV. STAFFING SUCCESS ABOVE AND BEYOND A CONSENT DEGREE

To explore the impact that increased recruitment of women can have on the paramedic-firefighter shortage, this chapter analyzes fire service staffing in the Philadelphia Fire Department (PFD) and the San Francisco Fire Department (SFFD). These two large career fire departments each experienced a court-approved consent decree and changed hiring practices as a result. Each decree considered in this chapter imposed hiring obligations on the affected city to remedy alleged violations of Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, as amended.\(^\text{368}\) This type of preferential treatment in employment would otherwise violate Title VII and the Equal Protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment except where endorsed by a court in very narrow and temporary circumstances.\(^\text{369}\) After earning freedom from court supervision in hiring and promotion, they distinguished themselves by recruiting, hiring, and promoting women—based on their merits—at a much higher percentage than the average fire department.

A. PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

From 1975 through 2011, the city of Philadelphia operated under a consent decree with the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.\(^\text{370}\) The decree initially required Philadelphia to create new entry-level and promotional tests and to hire and promote qualified African-American firefighters within court-defined quotas.\(^\text{371}\) Later decree modifications approved the new tests, ended the promotional quotas, added a restorative firefighter-hiring plan, and extended this plan to all uniformed positions.\(^\text{372}\) In October 2010, parties reached a settlement requiring the PFD to form a recruitment team
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and create an equal opportunity employment report.\textsuperscript{373} The decree would be suspended for two years from the start of the next firefighter eligibility list and then dissolved if the representation of African-American firefighters remained at least 26.73 percent in the PFD during the suspension period.\textsuperscript{374} The court permanently dissolved the decree in September 2014 after finding that the PFD had met its requirements under the settlement.\textsuperscript{375} The following sections examine the PFD’s recruitment and hiring in the context of the impact of recruiting women on the paramedic-firefighter shortage.

With 63 fire stations serving more than 1.5 million residents, the PFD is the largest department that this thesis considers.\textsuperscript{376} Beginning service in 1871 as an all-career department, the PFD currently trains firefighters as EMTs in the fire academy and employs single-role paramedics on fire department ambulances based out of fire stations.\textsuperscript{377} PFD paramedics who wish to become PFD firefighters may apply as entry-level firefighters.\textsuperscript{378} Overall, however, Philadelphia’s low barriers to entry for firefighters does not compensate
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for its slow hiring process citywide, which often takes a year from the job announcement to hiring.379

1. Measures of Staffing Performance

As of December 2017, the PFD had 91 percent of its 2,800 budgeted positions filled, which is the lowest of the four cases examined in this research.380 As of May 2018, women filled 11.86 percent of these positions.381 The women of the PFD hold ranks from entry-level paramedic and firefighter to deputy chief and hold three of nine executive positions.382 Philadelphia’s hiring system is merit-based, not timely.383 The lack of a city recruitment office, combined with the cumbersome hiring process, challenge the PFD to improve its modest staffing performance.384

In Mayor Jim Kenney’s January 2016 policy statement, he established that—beyond being an equal opportunity employer—Philadelphia will take affirmative measures “to recruit qualified minorities, women, and disabled persons to all levels of City employment where under-utilization is reflected.”385 This statement does not present a policy of preferential treatment for employment decisions, just for recruitment.

In 2016, Mayor Kenney set up the Office of Diversity and Inclusion to “build a more inclusive city workforce related to race, ethnicity, disability, gender, gender identity,
and sexual orientation.” 386 Within the context of reportedly inefficient citywide hiring processes, Philadelphia been more successful than most cities at removing barriers to the employment of female firefighters but, with only 91 percent of positions filled, it has not been particularly successful at removing barriers to the employment of firefighters overall. 387

Table 1 uses a group ratio to demonstrate that the PFD is more representative of Philadelphia’s African American, white, and Hispanic population than it is of Philadelphia’s Asian-American and female population. Ratios closer to 1.00 are most representative of the population, while ratios closer to zero are less representative. Ratios exceeding 1.00 indicate over-representation of PFD members compared to the Philadelphia population. At more than 43 percent of the population, African-Americans are the largest racial or ethnic group in Philadelphia, followed by whites at 41.56 percent and Hispanics at 13.03 percent. 388 As of May 2018, African-Americans account for 29.34 percent of non-executive PFD members and for three of the nine executive PFD members. 389 The consent decree was reasonably effective in reversing the PFD’s discrimination against African-Americans, who accounted for under eight percent of uniformed PFD members just before the consent decree but more than 29 percent now. 390

387 Philadelphia Fire Department, Philadelphia Fire Department Fiscal Year 2019 Budget Testimony, 2.
388 World Media Group, LLC, “Philadelphia, PA.”
389 Philadelphia Fire Department, “Fire Department Full-Time Staff and Executive Staff.”
390 John C. McWilliams, “‘Men of Colour’: Race, Riots, and Black Firefighters’ Struggle for Equality from the AFA to the Valiants,” Journal of Social History 41, no. 1 (September 1, 2007): 115, https://doi.org/10.1353/jsh.2007.0141; Philadelphia Fire Department, “Fire Department Full-Time Staff and Executive Staff.”
Table 1. Philadelphia and PFD Demographic Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>African-American</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Hispanic</th>
<th>Asian-American</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Male</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia population</td>
<td>43.04%</td>
<td>41.56%</td>
<td>13.03%</td>
<td>6.68%</td>
<td>52.78%</td>
<td>47.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(&gt;100% because includes option of more than one race)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFD</td>
<td>29.34%</td>
<td>60.75%</td>
<td>8.56%</td>
<td>0.84%</td>
<td>11.86%</td>
<td>88.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group ratio of percent PFD members to percent Philadelphia population</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>1.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The decree likely also played a tangential role in the hiring of the PFD’s first female firefighters in 1985. More than three decades of stakeholder, court, and City of Philadelphia attention to the PFD’s hiring practices probably increased its female and paramedic staffing because this attention occurred in an era of increasing societal acceptance of—and sometimes demand for—women in non-traditional jobs. Table 2’s group ratios show that, while the percentage of Philadelphia’s female firefighters far exceeds the national average, it still vastly under-represents the local labor force.

391 Adapted from World Media Group, LLC, “Philadelphia, PA”; Philadelphia Fire Department, “Fire Department Full-Time Staff and Executive Staff.”
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Table 2. Philadelphia Workforce and PFD Group Ratios by Gender\textsuperscript{393}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Male</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia workforce participation</td>
<td>69.2%</td>
<td>72.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFD</td>
<td>11.86%</td>
<td>88.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group ratio of percent PFD members to percent Philadelphia workforce</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Entry Points

The single entry point for PFD firefighters is as firefighter recruits, beginning with a 24-week fire academy.\textsuperscript{394} The entry point for PFD paramedics is also entry-level, but with a six-week paramedic academy.\textsuperscript{395} Qualified PFD EMTs and paramedics may be very competitive on the firefighter exam due to bonus points as discussed in the hiring process section. These extra points make employment as a PFD EMT or paramedic another possible entry point to a firefighter position.

3. Hiring Process

A 2018 Pew Charitable Trusts report commissioned by the City of Philadelphia characterized the city’s hiring process as “cumbersome, inflexible, and slow” with a median time of 360 days from application to selection.\textsuperscript{396} Notwithstanding that it is sluggish, the Philadelphia firefighter hiring process is simpler than most. Savvy candidates complete the optional online job interest form that allows the PFD to notify them by email when the biannual two-week hiring process opens.\textsuperscript{397} When the hiring is open, interested


\textsuperscript{394} City of Philadelphia, “Become a Firefighter.”

\textsuperscript{395} City of Philadelphia, “Become a Paramedic.”

\textsuperscript{396} Schmitt and Martin, Hiring and Employment in Philadelphia City Government, 1–2.

\textsuperscript{397} City of Philadelphia, “Become a Firefighter.”
parties complete an online application profile. The requirements to apply are having a high school diploma or equivalent, being at least age 18 years old by the hire date, having a Pennsylvania driver’s license, and possessing the physical ability to do the job. The PFD assesses part of this physical ability with a pre-hire medical exam and then enhances it with fire academy fitness training and testing before advancing capable firefighter recruits to probationary firefighters. The lack of a physical fitness test prior to being hired as a firefighter recruit for the 24-week academy means that the PFD both eliminates the barrier of high physical fitness to hiring and yet maintains a high fitness standard for those who pass the academy. Philadelphia notifies those applicants meeting the minimum requirements to take a civil service exam administered on a given date. The PFD interviews about twice as many applicants who have passed the exam as are needed for a conditional employment list and then conducts background checks and medical exams before selecting firefighter recruits. The PFD hires as firefighters those recruits who complete the fire academy, at which time they begin a six-month probationary period. New firefighters must live in Philadelphia within six months of being hired, but may move out of the city after five years’ of service.

To say that the PFD’s hiring process is simple does not mean that it is easy to be hired. The process is very competitive and bonus points available to qualified applicants influence the PFD hiring process by impacting applicants’ places on the eligibility list. The June 2018 Pew Charitable Trusts report on city government hiring and employment notes that Philadelphia offers more options to earn bonus points than most other municipalities, with the effect of making it difficult for applicants without bonus points to get hired,

399 City of Philadelphia, “Become a Firefighter.”
400 City of Philadelphia.
402 City of Philadelphia, “Become a Firefighter.”
403 City of Philadelphia.
404 City of Philadelphia; Schmitt and Martin, Hiring and Employment in Philadelphia City Government, 11.
regardless of their exam score. This report uses the example of the 2013 firefighter eligibility list, on which the top 239 applicants scored in excess of 100 due to bonus points and strong exam performance. Since this bonus point system dramatically elevates PFD’s non-firefighter EMTs and paramedics on the firefighter eligibility list, it likely has the effect of both increasing and decreasing the single-role paramedic pipeline in ways that are difficult to measure within the scope of this thesis. Philadelphia’s firefighter/EMT pipeline, as in most urban career departments, is more than adequate to meet the supply of non-paramedic firefighters. Philadelphia further fills this pipeline by awarding three bonus points to single-role EMTs with a Pennsylvania Firefighter 1 certification. With good planning, hard work, and some luck, aspiring firefighters may earn 13 bonus points in fewer years than it takes them to earn the 10 bonus points reserved for PFD EMTs and paramedics with at least five years’ service to the city. Some PFD EMTs and paramedics, however, may enter the exam with up to the maximum 23 possible points, which makes the PFD EMS path to a PFD firefighter job long but rewarding.

4. Outreach and Recruiting

Since the PFD does not need to recruit to have many qualified firefighter applicants, something else must drive its outreach and recruiting. That something is Mayor Kenney’s policy statement as expressed by Fire Commissioner Adam Thiel, “if we don’t do active recruitment, we don’t receive a diverse and inclusive applicant pool.” Philadelphia’s Office of Human Resources disbanded its recruitment unit several years into this millennium. Although Philadelphia hosts job fairs, including one at the Pennsylvania Convention Center that 4,200 people attended in 2017, most of the recruiting burden falls

---

405 Schmitt and Martin, 5.
406 Schmitt and Martin, 5, 33. Philadelphia offers bonus points as follows for the firefighter eligibility list: 10 points for paramedics and EMTs with at least five years’ service to Philadelphia, three points each for completion of their Fire Explorers program, the Philadelphia High School Fire and EMS Training program, and/or a fire science associate degree from an accredited college or university, and two points each for a Pennsylvania Firefighter 1 certification and/or Pennsylvania EMT certification.
407 Schmitt and Martin, 10.
408 Schmitt and Martin, 9.
Pew found that 45 percent of Philadelphians would prefer to work for the government, compared to 39 percent for businesses, because they perceive that the government offers better benefits, job security, and opportunities to serve society, as compared to businesses.\textsuperscript{410} Thus, the PFD’s task is to reach out to those who are receptive to government employment in an inclusive manner.

The PFD addresses its desire for a diverse workforce through a strategy of inclusive communication with potential firefighters of all ages. This outreach begins from early childhood with interested preschool programs visiting fire stations and with elementary and junior high school students’ participation in the PFD’s Junior Fire Patrol educational program.\textsuperscript{411} Youths ages 14–18 can participate in a free one week Girls Camp or Coed Camp, and those ages 14–20 can make a two-year commitment to learn and volunteer in the Fire Explorers program.\textsuperscript{412} Philadelphia’s High School Fire and EMS Training program is open to any student through the city’s school selection process.\textsuperscript{413} This program prepares 20 students per year for the NREMT EMT exam and begins their fire service education.\textsuperscript{414} Fifteen graduates of this high school program have joined the PFD.\textsuperscript{415} While these many programs help put Philadelphia youth into the firefighter pipeline, there is a synergistic effect from the city’s online promotion of these programs, of the city’s diversity goals, and even of its values.
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A good indicator of Philadelphia’s values is that the city touts its ordinances that protect people—to a greater extent than state law—from discrimination and violence based on gender identity or sexual orientation. For example, Philadelphia’s Fair Practices Ordinance protects 16 categories of people. At least 60,000 Philadelphia residents relate as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, or queer. The city’s expanded anti-discrimination legislation may encourage more potential paramedics and firefighters to consider careers with the PFD. The PFD includes many images of uniformed members who are female, African-American, or both on its web pages and very active social media accounts. These images reinforce the message that Philadelphia tries to be representative of the community that it serves.

5. **Retention and Advancement**

Besides interesting public service work that earns a good salary, benefits, and retirement, the PFD offers many incentives for its employees to stay and promote. Foremost, the same inclusive local legislation, city policy, and departmental messages that are forces for recruitment should serve to make all employees feel that they are valued members of the PFD team. Some fire departments report friction between their fire suppression employees and their EMS employees, particularly when they are in different divisions—and even on different shifts schedules—often because EMS employees have a higher workload than fire suppression employees. Philadelphia is not immune to these issues but is addressing them. Commissioner Thiel’s fiscal year 2019 plans include bringing in new resources to have suppression and EMS personnel work similar shifts, hiring a fulltime medical director and EMS support positions, replacing 11 older ambulances, and implementing an alternative response unit to address increasing demands on EMS.

---
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Employees who have their psychological safety, respect, and logistical needs met, as the PFD tries to do, are likely to stay for the many available special duty opportunities. These opportunities include the ability to join special teams like the Hazardous Materials Team, marine program, or PA-Task Force 1, the state and national urban search and rescue team in which the department participates. In addition, several nearby colleges discount tuition 25 percent for city employees through a partnership with Philadelphia. Advancement opportunities for firefighters include the positions of fire boat pilot, fire lieutenant, fire boat engineer, fire captain, fire battalion chief, and fire deputy chief. This career ladder and challenging assignments like working at the airport or in the recruiting unit are forces for the retention and advancement of the PFD’s workforce.

Philadelphia follows many staffing best practices and is a desirable employer for both firefighters and paramedics. The paramedic shortage and an unhurried city hiring process both limit the PFD’s staffing achievements.

B. SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

In response to claims of discrimination against women and minorities from 1970, the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California approved a consent decree with the City of San Francisco on June 10, 1988. To represent the city’s labor force better, the decree established goals that 10 percent of new firefighters be women and 40 percent be minorities and stipulated promotional and grievance procedures and training expectations. The court terminated the consent decree in 1999.
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The SFFD has a diverse workforce and staffs its fire apparatus and ambulances—locally called Medics—with several entry-level positions, some of which it organizes into what it terms deep classifications.\(^{426}\) Established as a paid fire department in 1866, the SFFD did not accept firefighter applications from women until 1976 and hired no women until 1987.\(^{427}\) With 47 fire stations, the SFFD serves a population of 829,000 residents, hundreds of thousands of commuters, and more than 25 million annual visitors.\(^{428}\) Almost half of San Francisco residents are white, almost 34 percent are Asian-American, more than 15 percent are Hispanic, and almost six percent are African-American.\(^{429}\) Representation among Caucasian SFFD employees is nearly identical to that of Caucasian San Francisco residents, but African-American and Hispanic SFFD employees slightly exceed their residential representation.\(^{430}\) Just more than 22 percent of SFFD employees and just more than 33 percent of San Francisco residents are Asian-American.\(^{431}\)

1. Measures of Staffing Performance

The SFFD has excelled at eliminating barriers to equal opportunity employment since entering into the consent decree in 1987. As of August 1, 2018, the SFFD has 98 percent of uniformed positions filled.\(^{432}\) As of June 1, 2018, women fill 14.99 percent of uniformed SFFD positions and hold positions from entry-level to Chief of Department.\(^{433}\)


\(^{427}\) “Fire Department,” City and County of San Francisco, accessed September 30, 2018, https://sf-fire.org/about-us; Patel, United States v. City and County of San Francisco.


\(^{429}\) World Media Group, LLC, “San Francisco, CA.”

\(^{430}\) San Francisco Fire Department, San Francisco Fire Department Aggregate Data Report: Classification—Race/Gender (San Francisco: San Francisco Fire Department, 2018).

\(^{431}\) San Francisco Fire Department.

\(^{432}\) Kelly Alves, email message to author, August 6, 2018; San Francisco Fire Department, San Francisco Fire Department Aggregate Data Report: Classification—Race/Gender, 1.

\(^{433}\) San Francisco Fire Department.
Direction to value diversity, to avoid discrimination and harassment, and to be an equal opportunity employer comes from City policy, the Fire Commission, and the SFFD.\textsuperscript{434} Several policy documents specifically express the goal of having a work environment that reflects San Francisco’s diversity; the SFFD’s measures of performance demonstrate that the agency’s progress on this goal is industry-leading, although incomplete with respect to Asian-Americans and women.\textsuperscript{435}

2. Entry Points

The SFFD’s various entry-level classifications bear some explanation because their minimum qualifications and career paths impact staffing, retention, and advancement. The primary entry-level classification is H2 Firefighter, for which the requirements are a high school diploma or equivalent, a California driver’s license, a California EMT certification, and be at least 20 years of age by the time of hire.\textsuperscript{436} The San Francisco Budget and Legislative Analyst reports that, “In 2011, the Fire Department and Firefighters [sic] Union agreed to a less formal H2 P designation for H2 firefighters with paramedic training.”\textsuperscript{437} This designation indicates some willingness on behalf of both stakeholders to address the paramedic shortage by reevaluating staffing. H2 Firefighters work in fire suppression, fire
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prevention, and even dispatch, but typically not in ambulances. The other two possible entry points are deep class EMS positions: H3 EMT/Paramedic/Firefighter, a set of career positions, and H8 EMT/Paramedic, a set of temporary, per diem positions. Each set of deep class position merits its own description.

The H3 deep class gives the SFFD flexible staffing options and the responsibility to exercise these options wisely to fulfill its mission. This class encompasses: Level I, EMT, assigned to ambulance duty with a Level II Paramedic, Level II, Paramedic, assigned to ambulance duty with a Level I EMT or Level II Paramedic, and Level III Firefighter/Paramedic and fully trained firefighter, assigned to a fire suppression unit who reports to an engine company officer, or assigned to an ambulance with either of the previous H3 personnel who report to a paramedic captain. The three levels give the SFFD flexibility in its deployment model. The impact of this deep class position on staffing depends on how it is used. A 2004 report by the Office of City Auditor found that the SFFD needs to have a greater portion of its workforce qualified to provide paramedic care and observed that H3 Firefighter/Paramedics are fully qualified for both firefighting and EMS duties. The report recommended, in part, hiring more H3 Firefighter/Paramedics and cross-training H2 Firefighters who would promote to H3 Firefighter/Paramedic. In fairness, the SFFD has

---


440 City and County of San Francisco, Department of Human Resources, “City and County of San Francisco EMT/Paramedic/Firefighter (H#003).”
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implemented some of the report’s recommendations, including that the SFFD require EMT certification to apply as a H2 Firefighter.443

The H8 deep class affords the SFFD even more staffing flexibility than the H3 deep class. The three H8 classes of temporary, part-time employees that constitute the H3 deep class serve at will for not more than 1,040 hours per fiscal year: Level I, EMT, Level II, Paramedic, and Level III Firefighter/Paramedic.444 Like for the H2 Firefighter position, the SFFD continuously runs an open enrollment for H8 Level 2 “per diem” paramedics.445 In recent years, the SFFD has accepted applications only for H8 Level 2 paramedics.446 Although per diem paramedics handle many of the SFFD’s more than 200,000 annual EMS responses—that in 2017 numbered almost three times as many as the next three most common types of responses combined—they are less useful to the SFFD’s diverse mission than Level III H3 Firefighter/Paramedics.447 Per diem paramedics are well-compensated but their lack of job security likely contributes to the paramedic shortage.

The flexible nature of the SFFD’s entry-level positions raises the question of what it means to be a firefighter. SFFD employees and well-informed SFFD job applicants understand the nuances of each classification. The public’s understanding of firefighter is contextual. Members of the public who encounter firefighters during fire suppression activities will understand them to be firefighters by their personal protective clothing, equipment, and actions. Members of the public who encounter firefighters during, for example, responses to indoor medical emergencies, may not distinguish between those SFFD personnel assigned to fire suppression and EMS duties as compared to those personnel in the same uniforms who work exclusively on ambulances and have no fire

443 City and County of San Francisco, Office of the Controller, 19; City and County of San Francisco, Department of Human Resources, “Announcement: Entry Level (H-2) Firefighter.”

444 City and County of San Francisco, Department of Human Resources, “Announcement: H-8 Level II Paramedic—City and County of San Francisco.”

445 City and County of San Francisco, “Employment Opportunities: Fire Department.”

446 City and County of San Francisco, Department of Human Resources, “Announcement: H-8 Level II Paramedic—City and County of San Francisco.”

suppression duties. Deep inquiry into the social identity perceptions of employees and stakeholders is beyond the scope of this thesis. Underlying these perceptions are real differences in job permanence, advancement opportunities, benefits, and attrition patterns. While members of the public may not distinguish between classifications of fire department personnel in many situations, they often distinguish between males and females. This distinction is especially true during the majority of times the public encounters these public servants in uniform, rather than while wearing breathing apparatus and turnout gear. Public assumptions that uniformed employees in red SFFD vehicles enjoy similar levels of job security, advancement opportunities, and respect within the department may or may not be accurate, depending on the SFFD’s choices in a complex political, fiscal, and operational setting. Depending on what classes of employees it hires, the SFFD can be a market force for increasing or decreasing the supply of paramedics and firefighter-paramedics.

The SFFD’s staffing profile addresses the need for more personnel to respond quickly to fires than to medical emergencies. That is, while five personnel are sufficient to treat and transport the most seriously ill or injured patient, the NFPA recommends that a minimum of 14 firefighters respond to single-family dwelling fires, 27 firefighters to mall or garden apartment fires, and 42 firefighters to high-rise fires.448 Including H2 Firefighters, H20 Lieutenants, and H30 Fire Captains, about three times as many SFFD personnel are assigned to fire suppression units as to ambulances, yet EMS responses accounted for about 69 percent of the SFFD’s 2017 responses.449 The persistence of such staffing suggests that the SFFD disagrees with the Controller’s Office recommendations to change the hiring, promotional, and deployment decisions that can enable the department’s EMS mission, for example, by hiring more dual-role paramedic-firefighters.450


450 City and County of San Francisco, Office of the Controller, A Review of the San Francisco Fire-EMS System, 18–21.
3. Hiring Process

The process to get on San Francisco’s H2 Firefighter eligibility list is transparent. The SFFD website informs readers that they must be at least age 19 to apply. In addition, a high school diploma or equivalent, a California driver’s license, and a California EMT certificate are required to earn a spot on all entry-level firefighter and EMS eligibility lists. San Francisco accepts open enrollment H-2 Firefighter applications continuously and conducts fire academies as needed, approximately once or twice annually. Applicants begin their firefighter applications online, then schedule, and take the NTN video-based FireTEAM test. The test has minimum scores for all components, but is scored entirely on the human relations component because these skills are highly correlated with fire service job success. To secure a place on the eligibility list for two years, applicants next fax or email their California EMT or paramedic credentials to the San Francisco Department of Human Resources. Military veterans meeting specific criteria and widows, widowers, or surviving domestic partners are eligible for veteran’s preference points. The process of getting on the SFFD firefighter eligibility list is contemporary, valid, and job related.

Applicants that the department selects for a background investigation must provide proof of having passed the CFFJAC) CPAT within the last 12 months.

---
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preparation is most effective when it includes meeting with a peer fitness trainer as much as four times per week for up to four months. Thus, candidates should plan ahead to be able to provide this proof in a timely manner if they are offered a background investigation.\textsuperscript{459} The SFFD also requires persons selected from the eligible list to pass medical examinations, vision screening, and the fire academy.\textsuperscript{460} These features of San Francisco’s hiring process are job related and common in the industry.

Regarding advancing to a background investigation, the job announcement informs applicants that:

Criteria for selection will include the following:

- Score on the firefighter eligible list
- Additional certificates: Firefighter 1, Paramedic
- Fire science/fire technology coursework/degree
- State fire marshal courses
- Work experience as a firefighter, paramedic, EMT
- Proficiency in a second language relevant to San Francisco communities
- Demonstrated participation/involvement in community programs
- Experience in the U.S. military\textsuperscript{461}


\textsuperscript{460} City and County of San Francisco, Department of Human Resources, “Announcement: Entry Level (H-2) Firefighter.”

\textsuperscript{461} City and County of San Francisco, Department of Human Resources.
This information suggests a good range of pre-service education and experiences that will make them more competitive. Well-informed applicants may choose to volunteer for one or more of the half-dozen SFFD or employee-sponsored community programs that many firefighters continue to serve during their careers.462

The hiring rule has subtleties worth understanding to appreciate its effect on the SFFD’s ability to meet its hiring needs. San Francisco Civil Service Commission Rule 313 requires the appointing authority—the fire chief—to specify on job announcements which of several hiring rules will apply: The Rule of Three Scores, The Rule of Three or More Scores, The Rule of the List, or the Statistically Valid Grouping (Sliding Band).463 The Rule of the List allows for the hiring of anyone on the eligibility list, until less than one third of the original eligibles remain, which exhausts the list.464 This rule gives the SFFD the widest selection of qualified candidates.

The most recent H2 Firefighter job announcement specifies, “The Fire Department has the authority to hire any candidate named on the eligible list (“Rule of List”). Therefore, one’s placement on this list neither guarantees nor implies an offer of employment.”465 This statement should encourage more applicants than it discourages. Rule 313 also states:

The Civil Service Commission endorses and supports the broadening of the Rules governing the certification of eligibles from civil service eligible lists and considers this broadening as an increase in opportunities for appointing officers to select employees who are best suited to perform the duties of specific positions and to ensure equal employment opportunity to all persons. Selection of employees from eligible lists shall be based on merit and fitness…Appointing officers and their designees shall be responsible for establishing non-discriminatory selection procedures which may include scheduling each interested eligible for interview, conducting interviews by a diverse panel, asking job-related questions, maintaining documentation of

462 “Programs,” City and County of San Francisco, Fire Department, accessed October 9, 2018, https://sf-fire.org/programs.
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selection criteria, and reviewing the proposed selection with the department’s Equal Employment Opportunity Officer or with the Department of Human Resources Equal Employment Opportunity Unit...prior to the issuance of any job announcement, secondary criteria shall be presented to the Civil Service Commission for its approval in advance and will be discussed in open session with all parties interested.466

The aforementioned Civil Service Commission’s statement is important because it upholds lawful and inclusive hiring. Rule 313 also requires the SFFD to report annually to the Civil Service Commission on recruitment, testing, and selection procedures.467 The net effect of Rule 313, Civil Service Commission oversight, the SFFD hiring process, and job announcements is to tell applicants how to increase their chances of possible selection and to signal the absence of all but job-related barriers to hiring.

4. Outreach and Recruiting

Many public documents guide the SFFD’s recruiting efforts. San Francisco policy prohibits discrimination against 18 categories of employee, applicants, interns, volunteers, other persons, and any “other protected category under the law.”468 The Department of Human Resources and Civil Service Commission both make it clear that the city selects employees based on merit.469 San Francisco’s Department on the Status of Women offers suggestions to recruit females in non-traditional occupations.470 The SFFD’s staffing performance since the consent decree ended over the years 1999–2002 demonstrates that it conforms to both local policy and state and federal law.471
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In letters responding to the 2014 San Francisco Budget and Legislative Analyst’s audit of SFFD personnel management and overtime, Fire Chief Hayes-White and Human Resources Director Micki Callahan expressed several ideas that bear on how the SFFD meets the paramedic-firefighter shortage. First, Hayes-White argued that she used employee groups to target recruitment because Proposition 209 prohibits this activity. The California Constitution bars state discrimination against or preferential treatment of persons in public employment, education, or contracting based on race, ethnicity, gender, or national origin. In her letter, Hayes-White also noted that San Francisco policies allow her to hire based on department needs; for example, foreign language proficiency. In a letter rebutting this same audit, Callahan offered examples of department needs, like second languages, that city rules allow the SFFD to hire for. In a separate letter highlighting diversity accomplishments, Callahan noted that the SFFD’s 2010 hires were within five percent of representative for all categories of those on the eligibility list. The high level of civic discourse about SFFD staffing shows that stakeholders’ opinions about the fire department’s role in the community are evolving.
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474 “California Constitution: Article 1 Declaration of Rights [Section 1—Sec 32]” (1996), California Legislative Information, https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displaySection.xhtml?lawCode=CONS&sectionNum=SEC.92031.&article=1. The author is unaware of the extent to which public employers may partner with other entities for outreach and recruitment. In 2018, the City of San Diego and a non-governmental partner struggled with the question of how inclusive state and local government must be in public matters that are not clearly employment, education, or contracting. Rava and Elliott, “Re: No-Boys-Allowed Empowerment Camp: March 3 and 4, 2018”; Stone, “Girls Empowerment’ Fire Camp Canceled after Civil Rights Lawyer Complains”; Elliott and Rava, “Dear Mr. Rava”; Kuchner, “A Week after It Was Canceled, Girls’ Empowerment Camp Reinstated, Expanded.”


Like the PFD, the SFFD does not need to recruit to fill firefighter positions, just to put diverse candidates onto the eligibility list in competitive quantities. San Francisco has many recruiting strengths. It is helpful that more than 5,000 people applied for the 2010 firefighter recruitment and that those selected met diverse department needs without consideration of race or gender. Large numbers of non-traditional firefighter applicants enable significant outreach in many non-traditional communities. Good compensation, benefits, and an average work week that is shorter than most of the region’s agencies helps recruiting and retention. Recruiting efforts include traditional methods, like word of mouth, a full-time recruiter, and posting announcements online, as well as innovative methods like holding monthly career information sessions throughout the community. The SFFD’s diverse employees and the many community programs that they conduct, on duty and off duty, are a substantial recruiting force. These members are also visible through online SFFD content.

In 2016, the DOL selected the SFFD and four other public safety programs in the nation for study. The DOL published these agencies’ leading diversity practices to foster improved workforce development and relationships between communities and public safety employers. The DOL study praised the SFFD widely, including for recruitment strategies like engaging with community groups and all levels of schools, both

478 Hayes-White, RE: Performance Audit Review of the City’s Practices, 2; Callahan, Re: Accomplishments Provided, 1–2.
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for public education and recruitment. In particular, the DOL commended the SFFD and its employee groups for targeted recruiting traditional groups like veterans, as well as non-traditional groups like LGBT clubs, and for the inclusive example that the diverse employee groups themselves set.

Another SFFD recruiting strength is the continuous firefighter testing recruitment, which offers applicants several advantages over periodic testing. Continuous recruiting gives potential firefighters the opportunity to apply and test immediately, rather than having to wait for an exam. This recruiting model also gives applicants specific information about how to re-test and how to meet more of the secondary criteria that may distinguish them from other candidates. The hiring process’s convenience, the readily available information online and ability to contact the SFFD recruiter are empowering, especially for those potential applicants who do not have a friend or family member already employed by the department.

5. Retention and Advancement

Many effective recruitment approaches also aid retention, which, in turn, aids advancement. One basic approach is to reduce harassment in the workplace. The San Francisco Fire Commission requires that probationary employees and supervisors complete biennial harassment prevention training to comply with California’s AB1825 law. The commission also upholds city anti-discrimination policies and recommends

---
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487 City and County of San Francisco, Department of Human Resources, 3; City and County of San Francisco, “Employment Opportunities: Fire Department”; City and County of San Francisco, Department of Human Resources, “Announcement: Entry Level (H-2) Firefighter.”
488 Fire Commission, City and County of San Francisco, Resolution 2017-01 Resolution Recommending that the San Francisco Fire Department Require that All Members, Uniformed and Civilian Take the Biennial Harassment Prevention Training (City and County of San Francisco: Fire Commission, 2018), 1, https://sf-fire.org/sites/default/files/COMMISSION/Documents/Resolution%202017-01%20Harassment%20Prevention.pdf.
that the SFFD require harassment prevention training for all employees.\textsuperscript{489} The DOL uses the SFFD’s employee groups as an example of how to create emotionally supportive environments in the workplace.\textsuperscript{490} Training and clear expectations about workplace conduct are likely helpful steps toward retaining non-traditional employees.

The SFFD offers the same types of special assignments and promotions that other fire departments do, including to rescue squads, rescue watercraft, fire boats, the hazardous materials team, the training division, and the airport.\textsuperscript{491} SFFD members also may participate in CA-Task Force 3, a national urban search and rescue team.\textsuperscript{492} In addition, SFFD firefighters and EMS employees may serve in the dispatch center, which offers shorter shifts and less physically demanding work.\textsuperscript{493} Firefighter promotional opportunities include lieutenant, captain, battalion chief, assistant chief, assistant deputy chief, and chief of department.\textsuperscript{494} EMS promotional opportunities include EMS captain, EMS section chief, and EMS chief.\textsuperscript{495} These special assignment and promotional opportunities, combined with very competitive compensation, benefits, and retirement, are strong incentives for permanent SFFD members to serve for many years.

C. \textbf{ANALYSIS}

The PFD and the SFFD both have had consent decrees. Research found that some male SFFD firefighters expressed hostility toward female firefighters subsequent to the consent decree’s implementation.\textsuperscript{496} Similarly, a work environment hostile to blacks was
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reported in 2011, near the end of the PFD consent decree dating from 1975.\textsuperscript{497} It is reasonable to conclude that consent decrees alienate some portion of the community and the workforce. Consent decrees appear useful in some cases, but may create more justice than trust or understanding, at least in the short run.

Philadelphia’s consent decree did not address the hiring or promotion of women, but San Francisco’s did.\textsuperscript{498} Perhaps this omission resulted since no group in Philadelphia advocated as effectively in the courts for fair employment of women in firefighting as Club Valiants, Inc. advocated for fair employment of black firefighters.\textsuperscript{499}

Regardless, each department is now a national leader in attracting and retaining female firefighters. Largely because firefighters in each department do not need to be paramedics and are well compensated, the PFD and the SFFD can probably meet their staffing needs without the targeted recruiting that results in an inclusive workforce. However, the value of their inclusive staffing example for those agencies facing a shortage of paramedic-firefighters is not diminished. The practices that Philadelphia and San Francisco implemented and continued past the expiration of their respective consent decrees suggest how to recruit women as a potential solution to the paramedic-firefighter shortage.


V. CONCLUSION

Women should have free access to every field of labor which they care to enter, and when their work is as valuable as that of a man it should be paid as highly.

—Theodore Roosevelt, 1913

This research has shown that recruiting female paramedics and paramedic-firefighters—as part of a comprehensive and ongoing hiring effort that prioritizes both deference to the law and to the community’s interests—can help overcome the shortage of competitive candidates for these skilled positions. Recruiting women holds the greatest potential to mitigate the paramedic-firefighter shortage because women are by far the largest underrepresented component of the workforce. Employers who inclusively develop future applicants and employ, retain, and promote people on their merits can successfully staff their agencies. Full and qualified staffing benefits the community by providing the breadth and depth of human resources to meet fire departments’ current and evolving public safety and public health missions.

A. IMPORTANCE

In part due to popular media treatment of the fire service and EMS, the public has high expectations for timely and professional paramedic and firefighting service but low understanding of who can become a paramedic-firefighter and how they may do so. This lack of understanding limits the applicant pool. The overrepresentation of males in firefighting causes females to overlook the profession as an option for themselves, their sisters, daughters, and nieces. Such male overrepresentation, the relative scarcity of fire station facilities for women, the history of sexual harassment, and the inexperience of many fire service-hiring managers with recruiting non-traditional applicants all combine to limit the number of women seeking paramedic-firefighter jobs unnecessarily. The shortage of paramedic-firefighter candidates sometimes causes agencies to leave positions unfilled,

which burns out the workforce and reduces communities’ resilience to fires, disasters, and public health threats like influenza. Compensating for short staffing with overtime is unsustainable because of employee fatigue and public concern about overtime increasing firefighters’ wages.\footnote{501}

B. LIMITATIONS

This case study design created trade-offs that resulted in limitations. One limitation is that the researcher could only compare data available from all four cases. Since not all agencies provided gender demographics for each uniformed rank, the thesis describes staffing by aggregating all ranks into one firefighter identity. The decision to include the PFD, which employs paramedics only in non-fire suppression roles, is representative of a common northeastern staffing model but also precludes strict comparison of paramedic-firefighter gender integration. Also, this thesis does not study how fire departments with no uniformed women recruit differently from those with above average gender integration.

This research presents a snapshot of staffing data. Except in the case of the MFD, for which female staffing peaked at 15.3 percent from 1998 through 2008, the research does not identify trends in staffing performance measures over time.\footnote{502} The significance of these limitations is that only basic comparisons are possible. It can be argued that any department typically has a higher or lower percentage of positions filled—or of positions


\footnote{502} City of Madison Fire Department, City of Madison Fire Department 2017 Annual Report, 4.
filled by women—than is represented in this thesis due to factors such as firefighter age distribution or changes in recruiting resources.

C. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This research generated five main findings:

- Women are underrepresented among paramedics and drastically underrepresented in the career fire service, notwithstanding their ability to do these jobs.

- A shortage of paramedics and paramedic-firefighter applicants exists.

- This shortage’s powerful causes are increasing, and include low EMS wages stemming from low CMS reimbursement for ambulance bills.

- Fire departments’ limited awareness of the decade-old IAFF Diversity Initiative suggests that recruiting is somewhat haphazard even in the most inclusive departments.

- Strong staffing performance requires doing many things consistently well. For example, Philadelphia shows that inefficient recruiting and hiring blunt full employment.503

This research, and its history of discrimination lawsuits, are a reminder to the fire service that adequate and representative staffing requires deep organizational commitment to—and continuous evaluation of—inclusive workforce development, outreach, recruitment, hiring, and advancement strategies.

Table 3 compares performance measures—including the ratio of female firefighters to firefighter positions filled—across all four case departments. Similar to the group ratio

503 Schmitt and Martin, *Hiring and Employment in Philadelphia City Government*, 1–2; Philadelphia may improve its staffing by streamlining hiring, perhaps by accepting applications continuously like San Francisco does. See City and County of San Francisco, “Employment Opportunities: Fire Department.”
introduced in Chapter IV’s discussion of the PFD, the female staffing ratio is most representative as it approaches .469, the ratio of females to the general workforce.\textsuperscript{504}

Table 3. Staffing Measures of Performance\textsuperscript{505}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2018 Measure</th>
<th>Orange County</th>
<th>Madison</th>
<th>Philadelphia</th>
<th>San Francisco</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% positions filled</td>
<td>96.3</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% positions female</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>10.49</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female staffing ratio</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5 shows that the SFFD has the highest ratio of firefighter positions filled by women, where firefighter includes all ranks. Since the percentage of female residents and women in the workforce does not vary much among the four case jurisdictions, the measure to keep in mind is that women account for almost .47 of the nation’s workforce.\textsuperscript{506}

The low percentage of female firefighters across departments and the persistent shortages of paramedics and paramedic-firefighters is evidence of far less fire department attention to inclusive recruitment than to operations. Fire departments in the last few decades have almost universally adopted new operational practices like rapid intervention teams, tactics based on modern fire behavior, and the reduction of exposure to toxics and carcinogens, but have largely neglected to update recruiting and staffing approaches.

Excluding women, even unintentionally, deprives work teams of valuable life experiences and staffing. This exclusion is equally true for volunteer fire and EMS services, private industry, and the non-profit sector. The increasingly rapid pace of technological


\textsuperscript{505} Adapted from Jacobs, \textit{Orange County Florida Budget Highlights Fiscal Year 2018–2019}, 9–4; Mike Wajda; City of Madison Fire Department, \textit{City of Madison Fire Department 2017 Annual Report}, 4; Soglin, 2018 Adopted Budget, 191; Lance Langer; Philadelphia Fire Department, \textit{Philadelphia Fire Department Fiscal Year 2019 Budget Testimony}, 2, 8; Philadelphia Fire Department, “Fire Department Full-Time Staff and Executive Staff”; Alves, email message to author; San Francisco Fire Department, \textit{San Francisco Fire Department Aggregate Data Report: Classification—Race/Gender}; Miller et al., \textit{Promising Practices for Increasing Diversity among First Responders}, 23.

change requires teams of employees to be efficient at their jobs today and able to adapt to—and even influence—how they will work tomorrow. The most flexible employee teams consist of lifelong learners whose multi-cultural, multi-disciplinary, and multi-lingual understandings of the world help them rapidly identify and meet workplace challenges. Failure to explicitly enlarge the pool of paramedics and paramedic-firefighters with underrepresented classes, including women, increasingly limits the ability of fire departments and other providers to staff their EMS systems.

Since EMS systems require budgets, communities must more closely align their desire for paramedic service with their willingness to pay for it. This alignment may involve offsetting low ambulance reimbursement rates and unfavorable payer mixes with taxpayer funds or increased EMS user fees. Some may say that implementing these recommendations is unlikely in a nation that struggles with the role of government. Another view is that public servants—including firefighters—need to maintain trust in local government exactly by implementing the recommendations that are under their control and advocating for those that are not.507 Maintaining trust requires meeting community expectations.

The underrepresentation of women among paramedic-firefighters even in the context of a paramedic-firefighter shortage, low unemployment, and continuing concern over the gender wage gap indicates that the fire service should do several things differently. First, it should overcome its traditional humility and promote the fact that paramedic-firefighters earn good wages—regardless of gender—while performing interesting duties and fulfilling an important public service mission.508 Second, fire departments should advocate for investment in a more robust paramedic-firefighter employment pipeline. This investment must include increased staff implementation of recruiting best practices, especially those that focus on getting more women to seek paramedic-firefighter positions.


Third, fire departments should actively develop potential paramedic-firefighters from among their communities’ children, students, athletes, and even mid-career employees.

Many stakeholders should take responsibility for enlarging the paramedic-firefighter applicant pool by investing in development, training, and recruiting. In contrast to the military and many law enforcement agencies, most fire departments rely on paramedic-firefighters to have completed paramedic education, training, and licensure prior to hire. Before fire departments can recruit women and other non-traditional applicants as paramedic-firefighters, these applicants need at least a high school education, integrity, fitness, a strong work ethic, a desire to serve the public, and respect for the rule of law. Many of these KSAs are the responsibility of families, teachers, coaches, counselors, and first employers to develop. Fire service organizations should partner with others—as case departments do—to provide pre-service camps, cadet programs, explorer programs, reserve programs, internships, and EMS education so that women and other potential applicants have an uninterrupted set of opportunities to develop paramedic-firefighter KSAs. At the same time, employment decisions must remain based strictly on ability rather than on gender, race, or other class.

Fire departments, fire and EMS industry associations, and labor organizations should lobby for local and state tuition assistance, loan forgiveness, training grant programs and—at the federal level—for fair CMS reimbursement. Increased CMS reimbursement would give private ambulance providers the option to increase their low compensation. Proponents of such policies should argue that they are needed to support the nation’s EMS systems by providing a path from training to a livable wage, which may remedy the paramedic shortage.

Where local access to EMS education is inadequate, colleges, hospitals, employment development agencies, and EMS providers—including fire departments—should cooperate to increase such access. As aspiring paramedic-firefighters near adulthood, such programs allow those with initiative to seek appropriate education and vocational training. Some departments also require applicants to have earned college fire science credits before applying for paramedic-firefighter positions. As women are underrepresented in EMS and the fire service, it may be reasonable to infer that they are
also underrepresented in EMS and fire science education programs. Families and school counselors should challenge traditional societal gender role beliefs to help all students engaged in career exploration consider occupations like firefighting.

Adults have a responsibility to advocate for themselves as well, for example by weighing whether they are better served by employment in the gig economy, retail sales, or in a public service career, such as a firefighter. These extremes may seem to omit many professional career options, but are framed in this manner to acknowledge that only a small percentage of persons preparing to work in specific fields, such as law, engineering, or hospitality end up in fire service careers. Potential paramedic-firefighter applicants who cannot afford EMS training should look beyond the for-profit loan market to other possibilities like scholarships, state skilled training grants, and employer-based tuition assistance, or loan-forgiveness programs. As employers face greater difficulties finding qualified staff, they may become more receptive to requests for such programs.

Local government is among the most important institutions in American life because of how it determines the level of services like paving, policing, and public education, necessary to meet the community’s needs. Fire departments are essential institutions within local government, and paramedic-firefighters are increasingly important within fire departments and EMS systems. Not everyone wants to be a paramedic-firefighter, but nobody should rule it out—at any age or stage of career exploration—for any reason other than inability to fulfill the required duties.

D. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The thesis’s research regarding gender-integration leadership of San Francisco and the other case fire departments posits several questions for future research. First, the research community could explore—in greater detail—the possible relationship between targeting women for paramedic-firefighter recruitment and resulting paramedic-firefighter staffing performance measures. Second, research could better characterize how fire department hiring managers analyze, plan, implement, and evaluate their recruiting and staffing. For example, fire departments come closer to sharing an understanding of modern fire behavior—a subject most popularized by research disseminated since 2008, and
especially since 2013—than they do to sharing an understanding of modern recruitment practices, which the IAFF published in 2006.\textsuperscript{509} Trade journals have covered modern fire behavior much more than modern recruiting practices and far more firefighters identify as responsible for the former as the latter. Still, it may be helpful to research why the modern recruiting recommendations of the nation’s largest labor organization—that represents the paramedics and firefighters who protect all but 15 percent of the U.S. and Canadian population—appear not to be widely recognized or followed even among case fire departments selected for their recruiting success.\textsuperscript{510}

Finally, it would be useful to have a better understanding of evolving workforce and youth gender-role beliefs. It has been 46 years since the Civil Rights Act made employment discrimination by all levels of government, for example by fire departments against female applicants, illegal. Paramedic-firefighter positions offer desirable compensation, job satisfaction, and advancement opportunities, including advancement to some positions that work a 40-hour week. More fire departments are providing fire station facilities appropriate to a gender-integrated workforce. The fire departments in this thesis demonstrate that the combination of targeted recruitment, visible commitment to equal opportunity employment, and fair hiring without preferences can combine to increasing staffing. All the same, the U.S. fire service’s abilities to fill paramedic-firefighter spots and to include women could both be much better. This thesis aims to continue a necessary discussion about how to remedy a shortage of qualified applicants for an important public safety position. This study recommends that future researchers further that effort by investigating the following questions. What is necessary to increase the percentage of the population willing and able to fill available paramedic-firefighter equal employment opportunities? What part of the solution to this recruiting problem involves society re-


examining its commitment to equal opportunity employment? Is an opportunity really an opportunity if few believe that it is available to them?
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